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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AUGUST

VOL. 45.

DISBIEIII

GOVERNOR ADDRESSES

MASS MEETINGS COUNTY CONVENTION

IS

With Judge E. A. Mann He Put in
Good Work For Irrigation Congress
In Eastern New Mexico.

LOIIGffDFf

Tucumcarl, N. M., Aug. 1 Governor
George Curry and Judge Edward A,
Marn were at Tucumcarl Thursday In
the interest of the National Irrigation
Congress. A meeting was called at
the court house in the afternoon, but
owing to a hard rain the meeting was
evening when both
postponed until
Governor Curry and Judge Mann ad
dressed the people. After the meeting
a banquet was given at the Greer eating house at which a large number of
business men and politicians of both
parties were present. Governor Curry
gave a talk to a delegation of about
fifty farmers Thursday afternoon, db
cussing the matter of procuring aid
for the drouth sufferers.
Governor Visits Santa Rosa.
Santa Rosa, N. M., Aug. 1. A large
number of representative citizens of
Guadalupe county welcomed Governor
Curry on the occasion of his visit to
this city Wednesday.
The governor was met by the reception committee of the Santa Rosa commercial club, and escorted to the Ho
tel Mott, where special arrangements
had been made for his entertainment
Later the governor addressed a large
and enthusiastic audience at the court
house in the interest of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress.
Governoi Curry was introduced by
Judge Cresc(.iclo Gallegos, chairman
of the county executive
committee.
The governor spoke for about forty
his remarks to
minutes, confining
matters of general Interest to the territory and refreshingly free from any
thing of a partisan nature. He made
an urgent appeal for the cooperation
of this town and county in the work
of the National Irrigation Congress at
Albuquerque.
Governor Curry was followed by
Hon. Edward A. Mann, judge of this
an in
udiclal district after which
formal reception was tendered to Governor Curry at the Hotel Mott. Ho
left later for Tucumcarl.
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with express to him the gratitude of
the Republican citizens of Santa Fe
county whom we have the honor to
represent and for whom we speak."

--

ANDREWS

LYNCHES

TAOS RREPUBLICANS
INSTRUCT FOR ANDREWS

Special to the New Mexican.
Taos, N. M., Aug. 1. The Republican county convention which assembled here today consists of 51 delegates of which 44 favor instructions
for Delegate W. H. Andrews as the
Republican candidate for delegate and
seven favor Charles A. Spit-sfor thj
nomination. The entire delegation will
MARKED
BY
GATHERING
HAPMONY be instructed for Andrews as a unit. THREE
ENTHUSIASTIC
INVOLVED
WERE
VAST
BROTHERS
The convention
adjourned at 12
o'clock and will meet again at 2
o'clock.
Hon. T. B. Catron Heads the List of Delegates- - Rousing
When the convention
Alleged Approval of Murder
English Prime Minister Deafternoon
this
the
following
delegates
Vote
Unanimous
Resolutions are Adopted By
of White Planter Respon,
clares Rational Security
were elected and by a unanimous vote
-.- Andrews Wins in Taos.
sible for Tragedy.
Holds First Place.
they were instructed to vote for Delegate W. IT. Andrews as the candidate
Sixty-firs- t
Congress
The Republican county convention thuslastic and harmonious finished Its for delegate to the
Russelville, Ky Aug. 1. Four neLondon, Aug. 1. The government
In the territorial convention:
In
a
at
business
the
and
at
convened
for Santa Fe. county
hurry
adjourned
groes,
last night tendered a banquet to the
Virgil, Tom and Robert Jones
Malaquias Martinez, A. R. Manby,
court house late this afternoon for the 3:30 :o'clock; this afternoon.
Joe Riley, were taken from
and
delegates to the universal peace conRamon Sanchez, Jose Mnntener, Epitliej,
The Resolutions.
purpose of electing teu delegates to
county jail here early today and hanggress at the Hotel Cecil. Lewis
menio
Florentino
Leon,
Gallegos,
will
which
convention
territorial
the
The resolutions adopted follow:
ed to a tree at the edge of town. The
of works,
first commissioner
Francisco M. Martinez, Jose M. Ortega
1
be held In this city on August 18.
mob was noiiiHjsed of about fifty men
"Resolved, That the
presided. The guests Included HerRepublican
and Lucas Dominguez.
The convention was called to order liirty In Santa Fe
and the cltzens of the town knew
bert Henry Asqulth, the prime miniscounty hold firmly
the
of
T.
B.
chairman
Hon.
Catron,
by
tb the
nothing of the affair until daylight reof
the
ter; Lord Fitzmaurice, the lord chanprinciples
Secretary national Republican party as enunciat- OTERO COUNTY FAILS TO
county central committee.
vealed the four bodies dangling from
cellor; Lord and Lady Courtney, the
INSTRUCT FOR JUDGE MANN the limbs of a tree. The
Marcelinb A. Ortiz of the committee, ed in
countess of Aberdeen; James Bryce,
following note
every convention held since Its
committee
of
the
central
a
read
was pinned on one of the bodies:
report
'organization. We recognize in it a parBritish ambassador to the United
recommending that the selection of ty, which goes forward and believes in Special to the New Mexican.
"Let this be a warning to you 'nig-gerStates; William T. Stead and other
N. M., Ann. 1. The
the
organization be dis- ,neneflclal progress, but never
to leave wtiite people alone or
Alamogordo,
temporary
s
persons.
prominent
convention of you will go the same way. Hugh Rogcounty
pensed with and that a permanent ora toast
Mr. Asquith, In proposing
upon Its teachings or former Republican
Otero county met hero today and ers better shut up or quit."
ganization be selected as .follows; deeds.
to the International peace movement,
B.
T.
Chairman
Catron,
elected five delegates to the Republi
Secretary
The negroes lynched were members
i
welcomed the delegates and assured
"We earnestly endorse and approve
at
convention
can
Santa
Fe
D,
territorial
Jose
f
.....
a secret lodge and at a meeting re,
...
"
,
i"
symof
the British government's
them
unupreu y on August 18th. There was a spirited
W. Armijo. The eport was unanimous- - ",c i""'"
it is said they approved by resconsoled
not
cently
was
said
He
he
pathy.
uic uauuiiai mjuuiiuiiu convention
.
fight in the convention which was fin olutions the murder of James Cunly adopted.
by the arguments that colossal arma
which lately assembled
In Chicago,
settled by a compromise. Three ningham, a white planter, by a negro
The Delegates Seated.
ments were the surest
safeguard
and we believe that Taft and Sherman ally
who will vote for Delegate tenant, Rufus Browder. This murder
delegates
The following delegates were pres the candidates there nominated
against war, when he was assured by
for W. IT.
were chosen and two occurred in the southern part of the
Andrews
a great authority that the annual ex
ent and these were seated:
are men who will vote for
president and
.Judge E. A. Mann county of Logan and it is supposed
for
1.
civilized
of
nations
No.
Abran
Precinct
Romero,
well equipped for the honorable posiponditure
as
candidate with the the mob last night was composed of
the
Republican
armaments was something near four
Llbrado Romero and Ellas Valdez.
tions to which they will surely be electthat
after the first bal men from that region.
understanding
or five hundred million pounds sterl2.
Romero
Daniel
y ed; and under them and a
Precinct No.
Republican lot the two delegates in favor of Judge
Murderer Taken to Louisville
ing.
Dominguez and Feliciano Romero.
Congress the prosperity of the country Mann will also cast their votes for Negro
Ky
Ixjuisville,
must
Aug., 1. Louis
"We
ask ourselves," the prime
Precinct No. 2. D. Garcia, Nicolas is assured, progress will be facilitated
Andrews.
the
who
killed James
Browder,
negro
Feliciano
minister said, "whether we aro bound
Albino
Sena, laws enforced, and life and property
Sena,
Ortega,
to acquiesce in the futile fatalism
Cunningham, a white planter, Is In
Victor Garcia, Ignacio Sena, Teles-for- protected.
OKLAHOMAN KILLS
jail here, having been brought from
which accepts the argument as a
Rivera, Jose F. Gonzales, Jose
"We believe our government
has
HIS WIFE AND BABY Bowling Green for safekeeping. Browfact."
D. Sena, Camilo Padilla and George been
faithfully, honestly and patriotder said he was acquainted with the
The prime minister was not sanW. Armijo.
conducted during the adminisically
negroes lynched at Russell ville last
Ihe
M.
Ricarto
believe
that
4.
A.
No.
Ortiz,
Precinct
guine enough
Tulsa, Okla., Aug. 1. Clay Harris
tration of President Theodore Rooseon
as they
all
lived
youngest among those present would
do Alarid, Seferino Baca, M. A. Ortiz, velt; which administration we heartilv White, this morning shot and killed night
in
farms
same
said
He
the
vicinity.
Robert
live to witness the advent of disarm- OFFICIAL PLUM IS
Luis Alarid, F. P. Sturges,
endorse. We are grateful for the an- his wife, who was part Indian, and the order to which
OFFERED WADE ELLIS
they belonged was
ament. National security always must
Montoya, Jesus Padilla, E. C. Abbott, polntment of Governor George Curry her
baby and
fatally known as
Reformers."
the
"True
of
the
hold first place in the plans
James Lopez and Ambrosio Medrano. as our chief executive; in him we wounded Walter Vann, who attempt
Aug. 1. Wade H. El
Cincinnati,
claimed
Browder
a
was
0.,
it
while
and
society to
of
5.
Fabian
No.
country
any
Precinct
government
Lopez,
recognize a true New Mexican, devot- ed to capture him. Harris escaped af provide insurance and burial and em
communities like individuals remain lis, attorney general of Ohio, has been
Herrera and J. Manuel Gonzales. ed to our interests and the well
A
In
a
ter
the
killing
buggy.
posse bodied no race matter.
being
Browder lay In
ed they were liable to be swept witn offered the position of first assistant
Precinct No. fi. Nicholas Narvlas of the whole people of the
is now in hot pursuit. Harris is wantStates.
of
the
United
territory.
wait for and shot Cunningham after
states-meattorney
general
and Trinidad Alarid.
gusts of passion, and prudent
"We approve of the Republican ad- ed at Fairfield, Illinois, for murdering
being discharged from the farmer's
must provide against the contin- Mr. 'Ellis, who is resting after the
Precinct No. 7. J. I). Espfnosa viul ministration in this
'
and en- a man on July 4th, last.
work
nomina
strenuous
the
territory
preceding
plantation.
. V..W,
war.
of
Urban.
Aniceto
gencies
dorse it as honest, upright, faithful
tion of W. H. Taft for president, has
No. 8 Marcus Analla, J. and devoted to the
Precinct
asked for time to consider the appoint- M.
prosperity of the PROMINENT YOUNG PEOPLE
Sandoval, Frank Mendoza and P. whole people.
AT STANLEY MARRIED FORESTRY AT
DEMOCRATS HOPE
ment. Before and during the RepubliM. Anaya.
"We
was
can
Insist
Mr.
Ellis
that an honest, intelliU. S. ARMY POSTS
engaged
CARRY WEST on convention
Precinct No. 9. Daniel Quintana,
gent and upright judiciary is the only
the Republican platform, and his Tomas Roibal and Amador Rolbal.
Stanley, Aug. 1. A very pleasant
true
of the rights of the event took place here on Wednesday War Department and Forest Service
Chairman Mack Will Devote All His strenuous efforts in that direction
Precinct No. 10. Not represented. whole
were in a large measure responsible
We have confidence In evening, when a few friends of Miss
people.
to Conserve Timberlands on MilTime in Conducting Campaign In
11.
Alexander
Precinct No.
George
the judiciary throughout the United Jessie White congregated at the Cen
for the present prostration. The letitary Reservations.
and Ramon Armijo.
Rocky Mountain Region.
ter from Mr. Bonaparte arrived yester
States,
and
in
this
particularly
terri
to
a
shower
Hotel
her
silver
tral
Pat-ricgive
Precinct No. 12. Emelio Baca,
tory and we condemn any attack upon previous to her marriage to William
Washington, Aug. 1. As a result of
New York, Aug. 1. Plans for the day, but Mr. Ellis was in a condition
Chaves and Frank Larriva.
tne
of
which
the
forbade
consideration
or
of
character
a
recent conference between reprea
power
man
business
integrity,
prominent
Hogrefe,
direction of the Democratic campaign
Precinct No. 13. W. M. Tabor and the same
,fcnd believe that In accord of this
were unfolded by Chairman Mack of proffer before two weeks have elapsed Frank Lopez.
place which took place at San sentatives of the war department and
anee with the principles of our gener ta Fe
the Forest Service, looking toward the
yesterday.
the Democratic national committee on
Precinct No. 14. Romuldo Ortega, al government, the judiciary should
AND
JOHNSON
SCHRECK
to
practice of forestry on timberlands on
his arrival here today
organize
and Senatos Ortiz.
be kept independent from other de
TO FIGHT IN LONDON Reyes Naranjo
Forest
military reservations, the
ON
NO
SORE
SPOTS
Eastern headquarters. Chairman Mack
Precinct No. 15. Eulogio Maestas, partments of this government,
and
from
Service
received
has
requests
time
will spend practically his entire
GOVERNOR JOHNSON
Bias Quintana and Manuel Martin.
should not be drawn into politics.
1. Mike
South Dakota, and Fort
Fort
Cincinnati.
Mead,
Aug.
0.,
in the West and the fight in the East
Precinct No. 1C. Gregorlo Herrera, "It is the sense of this convention
an exam
Schreck of this city and Jack Johnson,
will be conducted by a
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 1. In a letter Leavenworth, Kansas, for
Manuel D. Vigil and Eligio Martin.
that
of statehood is of
the
at
question
ination
of
these
the
forests
posts.
which will be announced at Chicago the colored heavyweight pugilist have
to W. J. Bryan mailed yesterday Gov
Precinct No. 17. T. B. Catron, Cel- - paramount importance to our
a plan of
service
will
The
been matched to box twenty rounds
people;
ext. week.
suggest
A.
Johnson places himself
ernor John
so Lopez, J. V. Conway, Charles C.
In each of these Instances
by the people in
'Mack said there was entire harmony before the National Sporting Club of Closson, J. Shoemaker,
Charles M. state equal to that In any state in this at the disposal of the national Demo management
well as for other posts from which
as
between him and Chairman Connors London, on October 19th, for the Conklin and Jose Maria Garcia.
for president for
union is our right, and we demand it, cratic candidate
Democratic world's heavyweight championship.
of the New York state
He says he will be similar requests are received.
No. 18. Robert C. Gortner, and ask all voters to
working
purposes.
Precinct
unite with us in
Military reservations which have
committee and that the national com' Johnson now claims the title as Tom I.
available about September first and
Sparks, Manuel B. Salazar, Juan An- obtaining it..
been examined and reported upon In
mtitee would not Interfere with state my Burns refused to meet him.
Is
the
wanted
he
will go where
by
tonio Ortega, Narclsco
Mondragon,
'The election of a Democrat, as national
the past are those at West Point, New
nominations or the campaign.
committee.
Bernardo Baca and R. L. Baca.
to Congress from this terri
York; Fort WIngate, New Mexico;
delegate
Mack said that reports received by
Precinct No. 19. J. C. Hunt, H. C.
the Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois, and
tory, would, in our opinion, jeopardize
j him
indicated that Democrats in all
Montoya, Antonio Garcia.
FOREIGN
TO
STUDY
our
for
unthe
prospects
PIcatinny Arsenal, New Jersey.
in
were
of
the
united
parts
country
Precinct No. 20. Seferino Trujillo. der a
which must be avoided;
forest at West Point, for which
The
state,
support of the national ticket and the
Precinct No. 22. Juan Montoya,
Be
service
made a working plan In
it
the
further
therefore,
resolved,
prospects appeared bright for a vie
Fidel Romero.
that the delegates, who shall be select
1903, is supplying the post with part
tory on November the third, next.
No. 23. Nicolas Jimenez ed
METHODS Precinct
to represent
of the needed cordwood, lumber, hur
by this convention
and Romulo Bernardo.
dle poles, tan bark and other forest
the county of Santa Fe, in the Repub
PAPER MILLS CLOSE;
On motion a committee of five was
lican territorial convention, on the 18
products. Similar plans are In preparEIGHT HUNDRED IDLE
appointed on resolutions by Chairman
ation for the forests of Rock Island
and they are hereby, in all
be,
inst,
Catron, as follows:
and Picatinny arsenals.
matters which may come before that
Glen Falls, N. Y., Aug. 1 Employes
R. C. Gortner, Jose D. Sena, A. Urto
territorial
instructed
convention,
at the Fort Edward and Glenn Falls
ban, Tomas Rolbal and Erallio Baca. act and
vote, as a unit, as may be de
mills of the International Paper com
WELL KNOWN ACTRESS
Committees Named.
termined by a majority of the said
pany were notified last night that the
GRANTED A DIVORCE
A committee as follows was appoint- delegates, and they are further
in
two mills would be closed down Mon
ed to select the names of ten persons structed and requested to select as a
day for an Indefinite period. About 800
Galveston, Tex., Aug. 1. Mrs. Charto represent Santa Fe county in the candidate to Congress the Republican
men will be thrown out of work.
lotte Walker, the actress, was grantterritorial convention:
W. M. Taber, in the territory who, in their judg
ed a divorce yesterday from Dr. John
Romuldo
Fabian
Ortega,
Lopez, M. A. ment, will most surely succeed in be
WALL
STREET DISTURBED
TO REINSTATE CADETS
E. Haden, whom she married twelve
Ortiz, Eulogio Maestas.
ing elected as such delegate.
DISMISSED FOR HAZING
DRINK years ago. She is the only child of
GRAZED
A committee to select names of perBYJTRONG
"It Is further recommended to the
the late Colonel James Walker, a disOyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 1 President
the
of
sons
act
who
as
shall
members
convention that the county central
Roosevelt and Secretary of War Luke Hears Rumor That Senator
tinguished Confederate soldier, and Is
county central committee for the next commute of this county, be, by this
E. Wright have decided that the eight
the leading woman for James K. Hack-ett- .
Aldrich Will Stick By His two years were selected as follows: convention, elected to serve for the After Committing Horrible
cadets recently dismissed from the
"Psychic cruelty," was the cause
Feliciano Sena, Ellas Valdez, Manuel next two years, in order that they may
His Own
He
Deed
Takes
West Point Military Academy for haz
by Mrs. Walker for wanting her
given
Law.
Currency
Vigil and V. Garcia.
immediately enter upon their, duties
She denied the rumored enfreedom.
ing shall be reinstated and punish'
Life.
A committee on resolutions report and assist In the
ment administered according to the
campaign for the
gagement between herself and Hackett
New York, Aug. 1. For several, ed and the resolutions were adopted election of a delegate belonging to our
had anything to do with the separadisciplinary methods of the academy.
party In politics, so that we may lose
days members of the National Mone- as read.
A.
1.
111.,
J.
Aug.
Morrell, tion from her husband.
Aurora,
at the last Delegates to Territorial Convention. no opportunity, or chance, to secure a wealthy farmer living In Blackberry
Commission,
appointed
tary
NEW COMMANDER FOR
session of Congress to devise plans
The committee on delegates report- - statehood, and also, In order fiat they Center, a small village fifteen miles LAS VEGAS SCENE
ASIATIC SQUADRON for
which ia ed and suggested the following as del may commence preparations for the from here, was
and
currency
legislation
OF BLOODY PRIZE FIGHT
fatally shot early toManila, P. I., Aug. 1.
composed of nine senators and nine (egates to the territorial convention: T county campaign, in order that none day and his housekeeper, Mrs. Mary
on
the
his
flag
Hemphill has lowered
have been In this t ty b. Catron, John F Pfieuger, W. M. but Republicans shall be elected to of Balcom
murdered by John And- Special to the New Mexican.
cruiser Rainbow and has been reliev representatives,
making preparations for a trip to Eur- - Taber, M. A. Ortiz, J. D. Garcia, G. W. fice in this county in the coming gen erson,
on
was
who
employed
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 1. A1
ed as commander of the Asiatic squad
ope to study roreign oanuing concu- - Armijo. Celso Lopez. R. C. Gortner, eral election.
Morrells' farm. Anderson later
the end of a fast and bloody
ron by Captain Giles B. Barber, form tions
and confer with bankers there. Victor Orteea. J. D. Sena. The report
we earnestly and sincerely en
suicide with a shotgun, blowing battle here last night Murphy
was
erly commander of the battleship It has become known in Wall was adopted.
dorse
of
efficient
and
his
off. Anderson had given a decision over Romero. In the
head
the
the
many
many
top
for
once
at
Maine. Hemphill leaves
Street that Senator Aldrich, who.ls at
The committee on a new county beneficial services rendered by our been drinking heavily and it Is be- preliminary Mickey and Flynn fought
the United States.
the head of the commission, has come central committee suggested the fol- delegate in Congress, the Hon. William lieved he was demented. When sober six rounds to a draw.
to hold the opinion that the upshot of lowing persons and
recommended H. Andrews, during his two terms of he was devotedly attached to Morrell.
CHAFIN TO BE NOTIFIED
the commission's studies will be not their selection as members of the San office and we thank him on behalf of
When Mrs. Lucinda Morrell saw her COLORADO'S BIRTHDAY
a new currency ta Fe county central committee for a the Republicans of the county of San son's unconscious form she fainted
AUGUST 18, IN CHICAGO to promulgamate
OBSERVED AS HOLIDAY
Chicago, Aug. 1. It was decided measure but simply to make additions term of two years: T. B. Catron, Jose ta Fe for the splendid work he has dead away and attending physicians ' Denver, Colo., Aug. 1. Colorado
Aldrlch-Vree- Ortiz y Pino, Jose D. Garcia, M. A. performed for our territory. We fully j predict that the shock will cause her day, a legal holiday In this state, was
yesterday to hold the meeting for the to the present
notification of E. W. Chafln, the Pro' land law. Many leading bankers hope Garcia, M. A. Ortiz, Victor Ortega, Cel-th- appreciate that he has represented death, because of her enfeebled condi- observe
here today with a public
senator will experience a change so Lopez, R. C. Gortner, George W. New Mexico In the national Congress tion owing to advanced age.
hlbltion candidate for president, on
flag raising and appropriate exercises
with credit and ability and with deAugust 18th. at the Music Hall In of heart before the completion of the ' Armijo and John F. Pfieuger.
fat the city parks. Banks and public of
The convention, which was very en- - served honor and we hereby and here- Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Investigation abroad.
fices closed.
Chicago.
:i

International Peace
Not Yet
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

LARRAZOLO'S CAMPAIGN
The blue blooded and "noble Spaniard," Larrazolo, in the counties of
New Mexico where the American and
English speaking voters predominate
Is not a Mexican at all. He is a "No
ble Spaniard" and a descendant of the
Grandes of Castile and Aragon. However, when he gets into a precinct like
Tecolote, in San Miguel county, or
like Chillli, in Bernalillo county, then
and there ho forgets all about his pure
Spanish lineage and becomes a "Pis- lano" to the manor born who has been
brought up on chill and frljoles and
wants nothing better, and even were
he to be a member of Congress at the
National Capital, he would live on
chili and frljoles if they could get them
there and save seven thousand dollars of his salary for future contingencies. That would be a great thing
for him as the remainder would keep
him for many years thereafter. In his
speeches also he tells the 'dear people what a scalawag Delegate W. H.
Andrews is, how corrupt all Republicans are and that the only angels in
the territory are the Democratic bosses in Albuquerque and Las Vegas who
named him as their candidate for delegate to Congress because they are
of the opinion that Bryan will be sucblue blooded
cessful and that the
Spaniard would have everything his
own way, would control fat territor
ial plums that are in and about this
territory and would appoint every
mother's son of them to a lucratlce office. There are about one hundred of
these, but who will divide' them between the twenty-fiv- e
thousand Democrats that the Democratic bosses claim
will vote for him has not been explained properly, for the reason that
it cannot be.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-Treaut the Santa Postofflce.

Entered as Second Class Matt6r

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, six months, by mall
.20
Daily, per week, by carrier
75 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
65 Weekly, six months
Dally, per month, by mall
7.00
mall
Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by

J3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

"The

New Mexican Is
every postofflce In the

J

LA til V,

THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL TICKET.

For

For President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
James Sc booloraft Sherman, of New York

Vic-Preside-

PRESIDENTIAL TICKETS
IN THE FIELD.
The various political parties in the
United States have nominated presidential tickets for the coming election
and there are seven of them. The political situation,
despite this great
number of tickets in the field, is nevertheless quite clear and to the student of political events and conditions
Reviewnot at all Incomprehensible.
from
and
the
carefully
campaign
ing
every possible direction, it is very
apparent that- the Republican party
will be successful. Also that the Independence party will make great gains
to the detriment of the Democracy.
This is made certain by the childish
plaint and the whining appeal made to
those voters who are members of the
Independence party or who will join
it, by Rryan. Bryan would not come
out and do so were he not scared. If
the Independence party polls one-hal- f
a million votes, and it is more than
likely that this will be the case,
will come from those who would
have otherwise voted on the Democratic side.
The Pueblo Chieftain discusses the
political situation very sensibly and
also very fairly in a recent editorial
headed: "The Presidential Race in
1908," which gives the conditions of
the political campaign just about correctly. Says the Chieftain:
"With the nomination of Hisgen and
Graves by the Independence party the
serious entries for the presidential
race of 1908 appear to be closed. We
shall doubtless hear of the usual number of freaks who announce themselves1 as Independent candidates for
the presidency, but the names of such
individuals never appear in the official
SEVEN

-

five-sixth- s

returns.
"With seven candidates in the field,
representing seven different parties,
there ought to be enough opportunity

for political choosing to suit all kinds
of voters.
In a way the Republican party is
different from all of the others, because It is the party in power, while
all the others are alike in desiring a

the government and In exchange
pressing their dissatisfaction with recent governmental action and present
conditions. The 9ix minority parties
are also alike in the reasonable certainty of defeat, even though it is probable that one of them, the
party, will receive more
votes than all the others combined.
"The most radical of all the parties
is the Socialist Labor, which has nominated as its candidate for president
a Nevada convict named Preston, now
serving a.dong penitentiary sentence
for murder. According to report, Preston refused to accept the nomination,
Thla party cast about 30,000 votes for
its presidential candidate four years
In

Bryan-Democrati- c

ago.

"Eugene Deba, the candidate of the
Socialist party this year, was also the
candidate of the party in 1900, when
he received 38,000 votes, and again in
1904 when he received 402,000 votes.
His supporters claim that his vote will
be greatly Increased this year.
"Chafln and Watkins are the nominees of the Prohibition party. This
party cast 209,000 votes in 1900, and
258,000 votes in 1904.
"Eight years ago the Populist party split, one faction endorsing Bryan and the other giving 50,000 votes
to the 'middle of the road' candidate.
Four years ago this party gave 117,000
votes for Watson, who is Again its candidate this year. Its principal strength
was In the states of Georgia and Nebraska.
"The Independence party is a new
aspirant for popular favor, and estimates of its probable strength differ
widely. Hisgen, the presidential candidate, ran for governor of Massachus-settin 1907 and received over 75,000

s

THE WASTE OF THE WATERS OF
THE SANTA FE RIVER.
During the past few weeks an enormous amount of water has come down
the Rio Santa Fe and has run to
waste. Millions and millions of gallons of the precious fluid could have
been saved had reservoirs been ready
to receive them. Enough water has
been wasted to have filled several
largo reservoirs with millions and
millions of gallons for fall and winter use which would nave given more
than enough of a supply for the proper and successful Irrigation of at
least. 20,000 acres of as fine land as
lies out of doors in the Southwest
for agricultural and fruit, raising purposes on the pin ins south of this city,
between hero and La my. This great
waste is a pity and the people of the
Siinta Fe valley are not only losing
much time but also much money by
not giving the subject attention and
by not organizing a corporation for
the purpose of constructing several
large reservoirs in the canon of the
Siinta Fe river for the purpose of
saving this exhaustless volume of water that comes down the river during
the rainy season.
The plains on the south side of
this city between here and Lamy and
thereafter west could support a very
large population of farmers and fruit
raisers. The business that would be
derived by this city from such a population can hardly be calculated as to
its value and extent. Too much time
has been lost in years gone by and
the time for prompt and intelligent
action in this matter has arrived.
This city, with its splendid climate,
magnificent
scenery and other attractions could be made a very prosperous business town were the immense amount of water that is lost
and by not
yearly by
for the purpose
saving it utilized
of irrigating the fertile soil of the
thousands and thousands of acres of
suitable and well located lands south
of here for agriculture and horticulture.
One project south of this city which
is to save the waters of the Arroyo
Hondo is now under consideration
and it is hoped and believed that it
will fructify, that the reservoir and
ditch system will be built and under
it many hundreds of acres will be
placed under irrigation and cultivation. This system would not at all
interfere in any way with another one
in the Santa Fe canon. Such a great
amount of water comes down these
canons that neither will interfere
with the other. If the citizens and
property owners of this city and valsome discretion,
ley will exercise
some nerve and pluck, witnin two
years they can make the Santa Fe
plains between Lamy and the Capital
one grand area of prosperous farms
and profitable
orchards, populated
with the right kind' of people who will
trade here, bring their children to
school and who can aid in many ways
in the building up and growth of this
city.
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OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico,
In 1870
Established
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
,

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
stud elves BDecIal attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

Capital Stock. $150,000.

Surplus and

undivided Profits, 163,600.

i

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Cruces

Transacts a general banking business

A. W. POLLARD

District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico
Demlng

makes telegraphic transfer of money to
world on as liberal terms as are given by

Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Offices.

New Mexico

Las Cruces,

Loans

branches.

exchange and

foreign

all

of

parts

the

civilized

any money transmitting
or
on
time deposits at the rate
agency, public
private. Interest allowed
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time.
Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank

Land

S.

and U.

Its

its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

EDWARD C. WA E

General

all

in

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

Attorney-at-La-

Surveyor

BAJSI

New Mexico

all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as liber?! treatment In all respects, as Is consistent

executes
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

District and Su
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention o'iven to all business.
Practice

In

the

New Mexico

Santa Fe,

A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the Supreme and District Courts;. Mining and Land Law a
specialty.
Santa Fe,

block.
New Mexico

In Catron

Office

THE PALACE H0TE
WILLIAM VAUGBN Pfopt.

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)

One of the Best Hotels in the West

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Lincoln County,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fct f'ew Mexico.

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND
... EUROPEAN
PLAN

FRANK W. CLANCY
Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second Judicial District. Practices in the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court In Washington.

HOTEI

New Mexico

Albuquerque,

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND

.COME Si GABLE,
PROPRIETOR!

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice In the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces

New Mexico

MARK

B. THOMPSON

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample I(orms
long Distance Telephone Station

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney Eighth District,
'ilncoln and Otero coun-

Dona Ana,
ties.
Las Cruces,

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

Short Order Depart
ment Open Day and

a Good One.

New Mexico

HARVIE DUVAL.

Mght,
PltKKS THK Ul'TTON WK

MO

Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
clusively. Practice In all the District
CourtB and Supreme Court. Special at
tention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlln Block.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
"

New Mexico

Socorro,

L. O.

Mill

Kb

ttnt-fiffrFffcilitil-

OPEN FR Ift 5,30 in

&

Cafe.

J

I

(ill

e

the morning to

I

a. m.

CENTRAL LOCATION.
RESTIFRT THlTFLftSA Crf7FCCl'EF0UFR'
Prices are Reasonable

Everthing

Attorney-a-La-

in the season

K. C. Meats always on hand
and & up Hot Cold Water Baths,

Rooms in connection, flflc
Elect rutted lights every room good one,
LUPE HERRERA. ProDrietor.
- Santa
r
V
whi. H p..

G.

w
HVM 11 VAIWVl

New Mexico
WILLIAM M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining an i Land Law.
New Mexico
t-Law

Taos,

to IhI

THE ONLY

District Attorney Ninth District.
Office over First National Bank.

i

if

FULLEN

Roswell,

THK HKST,

Hotel Coronado

r

CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys ami Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

Few Mexico IViJiftij JniiliW

I

ROSWELL,

Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL

if' i1

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
treats
acute
Successfully
and
chronic diseases without
drugs or
medicines. No charge for consultation. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
Hours:
m., 5 p.' m. 'Phone 156.
CONY T. BROWN
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro,

.
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DAVID

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Avmy Officers Detailed by War Department.

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
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The Logan Leader published at Lo
gan, Quay county, is located In a sec
tion which in the past year has been
settled by many farmers from the
northwestern states. Its editor, J. R.
Nestaval, is a veteran of the Civil war
with a good record and evidently is
interested in the Republican
party.
The paper Is supporting Delegate W.
II. Andrews for
and
'election on the Republican ticket as
delegate to the Sixty-firs- t
Congress
and in its last Issue the veteran editor
published the likeness of the delegate
under it says:
and
'
"Delegate W. H. Andrews, candidate for delegate to Congress subject
to the action of the Republican party
in Santa Fe, August 18. Delegate Andrews' nomination Is assured and he
will have enough delegates to nominate him on the first ballot. The Leader
is for Andrews first, last and all the
time and will see him nominated and
elected."

pTIOpL

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

NEW

EXTENSION OF THE ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN.
It is very good news to the people
of Santa Fe to learn that the chances
for the extension of the Albuquerque
Eastern from Moriarty to the Hagan
coal fields will materialize into a fact
before another month passes.
The
road will be 32 miles long and will
open up some of the most extensive
and valuable coal deposits In the ter
ritory, the product of which can be
constantly and j)rdfltably marketed.
The building of this extension will
prove beneficial in many ways to
northern Torrance and southern Santa Fe counties as a large number of
teams and men will be employed.
These must be supplied from Santa
Fe and they will, in all probability
come to Santa Fe to spend their earnings. The trade along the Santa Fe
Central Is becoming more valuable as
time approaches and the merchants
and business men of the capital should
give it particular attention and be as
liberal and generous in the treatment
of the merchants of the Estancla valley as circumstances and business will
permit. Right here it is well to remind the citizens of Santa Fe that
Delegate W. H. Andrews was the original promoter of the Santa Fe Central
Railway and of the Albuquerque East-'erRailway to the Hagan coal fields.

1, 1908.

Professional Cards

MEXICO.

The population of Roswell is not
much, if any, greater than that of
Santa Fe; it includes no millionaires

votes, as compared with 71,000 votes
cast for the straight Democratic ticket. In 1906, of the votes cast for W.
R. Hearst for governor of New York,
18,000 were cast under the emblem of
the Independence League. It is claimstates were repreed that forty-fou- r
sented at the recent Independence
convention, and that electoral tickets
The Belen Tribune is of the opinof this party will be nominated in all
the states. It would not be surprising ion that prosperity, statehood and the
if the Independence party should re- success of Delegate Andrews In the
ceive a quarter of a million votes next coming election go to'gether. It editor
November, and It may even surpass ially gives the situation in the fol
that number. Although the youngest lowing neat paragraph:
"The clickey click of the reaper is
of the parties, it is one of the most
energetic and It has great possibilities heard this week garnering in the golden grain of Valencia county. Let It
of future growth.
"For the sake of comparison, The come and the more the merrier. One
Chieftain will add the popular vote of dollar per bushel means cash and prosthe Republican and Democratic parties, ' perity and prosperity means the sucIn 1$D0,
cess of the Republican ticket of New
which were: Republican
Democrat! Mexico by a rousing big majority
In J904, 7,623,486.
In 1900, 6,358,133; 'in 1904, 5,077- - for W. H. AndrewB, to succeed him971."
self as delegate to Congress."

IN

New Mexico's primary laws are antiquated and unsatisfactory. This Is
not. so much the fault of the laws as
of the people but nevertheless, in other commonwealths, where the same
conditions existed, the primary laws
have been changed so that the primaries may be taken as an expression of
the will of the people, or the party,
rather than of the active politicians
who are seeking office. The theory of
this government is that it Is a government by the people and whatever
means can be provided to secure a
true expression of such will, should
be worthy of the serious attention of
the law makers. Of course, there is
nothing to prevent every voter from
a;oing to the primaries as now held,
and there voicing his ideas and demands, but the stubborn fact remains
that for every twenty voters
who
would go to the polls, only one will go
to the hall or meeting place of a primary. At Santa Fe, for Instance, primaries were held Thursday night preliminary to the most Important election of two years and yet not one voter
in twenty attended and those who attended were absolutely
under the
thumb of one or two men In each precinct. Fortunately, the result generally works out all right on election day
but It would be far more satisfactory
if an expression of the majority of the
voters could be had on the nomination
as well as at the final choice of office
holders and the coming legislative assembly will be called upon to follow
the recent acts of the legislatures of
Wisconsin, Missouri and Kansas that
gave their states modern primary

n

and
young
being a comparatively
town, its vested interests are not as
extensive as those of the territorial
capital and yet, the people of Roswell
have set themselves aboiit bravely to
raise $100,000 to secure another railroad connection. More than one-hal- f
of this has been subscribed, in sums
ranging from $5 to $10,000 for individual subscribers. It is true that Santa
Fe has been worked hard in the subscription line and that the average
businessman, real estate owner and
official has given liberally according
to his means, but nevertheless, $10,000
subscriptions by individuals who can
afford it and who pose as public spirited citizens and reformers are thus far
unrecorded, for any cause, no matter
how worthy. At the same time ,it mu; t
be remembered that it. was Delegate
W. H. Andrews who gave Santa Fe
an additional railroad connection without asking for a cent of subscription.
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Mt WHITE, C. E.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad

and Bridge Building.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
E. W. HART
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"A."
Through Academic course, prepai

Plans, specifications
Address: Rooms
Building..
East Las Vegas.

and
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and

or for business life. Great
amount of'open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the .Union. Located
in tho beautiful Tecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, suushine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers"and instructors, all graduates from " star dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Caboon, President; W.
0, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
""
a llynFA
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,

'Superintendent.
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Pioneer

No one la Immune
from kidney
trouble, so just remember that Foley's
Kidney Remedy will stop the Irregularities and cure any case of kidney
or bladder trouble that Is not beyond
the reach of medicine. Sold at the

Ireland's Pharmacy.
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been progressive and
thrifty. Is
there a nation in all South America
that Is not advancing in material
wealth? The "Pearl of the Antilles,''
Cuba, is believed to have entered up- on a career of affluence. The

PAQE THREE

garrets) and the slaver of our antebellum days do not represent him.
The former never existed in life, and
SPAHtSH-SPEAKiH- B
WORLD
It
and the latter was exceptional.
should be remembered, moreover, that
Philip-'Spaiis much diversified in its popu(By Hubert M. Skinner in the National Magazine.)
pines, likewise, have come to a turn- lation; that the idler in tattered silk
It is time for us as a people to re- persistent and tenacious of all race ing point, whence, freed from the and velvet, who sings his serenades
cast our opinions of the Spanish-Bpeakin- elements. While ignoring Spanish burdens which have borne so heavily in Andalusion moonlit groves Is very c
world, since these are most- literature, as a subject scarcely worthy upon them In the past, they will different from the thrifty, methodical,
Santa B
Yankee-likand as far as they of idle inquiry, we might have learned achieve the objects of no ordinary am- theorizing,
traditional
inventive,
ly
were ever correct have not taken something about its rank in merit and bition.
Spaniard or Barcelona. It is claimed,
4. The Spanish literature far sur- in explanation of the thrift and order of
sufficiently into account the signific- its presumable influence upon the
the Chile and the Argent ie, that the peoance of the trend of the past few de- world of the future. Instead of assum- passes the French, the German,
world is Italian, It Is second only to the Eng- ple of northern Spain gave principal
ing that the spanish-speakincades.
For more than three 'centuries the really decadent, we should have ques- lish In the literatures of the world. direction to the development of these
men of English speech have been at tioned if it were not really in a stage Calderon Is the only dramatist to be commonwealths. Yet with all their difThe ferences, the several varieties of popodds with the men employing the lan- of transition, with vast possibilities compared with
Shakespeare.
counfor
Is
In
"mother
tho
ulation in old Spain are all Spanish in
the
classic
much
the
of
future.
drama
of
Spanish
Spain.
guage
The events of the past seven years greater In volume than the English. a way; they have much in common.
try," England, Henry the Seventh
C
There has been a marked change
competed with Ferdinand and Isabella have opened the way to a better un- In this variety and in the splendor of
in tho exploration of the coast of the derstanding of the actual status. And Its diction, it is a matter of amaze- in the general public sentiment renewly discovered western world. His these are some of the facts which we ment to every American who investi- garding the Philippines. It was suppos-poser
that they would prove remungates it. In tne realm of humor, pracElizabeth, shocked at are beginning to learn:
as a colonial
1. The Spanish-speakinworld is tical philosophy, graceful lyric and erative commercially
the crueltyv of, the Spanish conquest
sonorous declamation,
the Spanish possession; that the memory of cenand enslavement of Mexico and Peru, much larger than the French-speakindid not hesitate to seize the treasure and nearly as large as the German-speaking- .' writers have scarcely any equal In turies of niisgovernment would lead
life and
them to prefer American
There are perhaps fifty the world.
gold of
ships on which the
It Is an error to suppose that Span- thought to Spanish. Of the five milthese dominions was loaded for trans- millions of people in all who make
I
.
portation to "the Peninsula. v It was use of the French language, and sev- ish literature consists simply in the lions who speak Spanish In the islands
Protestant and Catholic at war in enty millions, all told, who speak Ger- finished work of a
age. New but a small part, It is said, are
those days. The English aided the man in some of its forms. There are forms of literature are apt to have Spanish. No genuine loveof Spanish
their origin in Spain. Larra was the literature, no strong pride In Spanish
persusor of Washington
Irving and history and achievement, it was claimWilliam
The opera ed, existed among the populace. The
Curtis.
George
In
The news- recent magnificent celebration at Mabegan
Spain.
practically
nila of the tercentenary of the author
paper "paragraph," the modern t
so
"Don Quixote" a celebration
of
all
column"
are
and
the
"funny
story"
of the Spanish origin or suggestion. unanimous and enthusiastic, so elaboSpanish literature is full of the noblest rate and elegant, so striking In every
sentiment, of practical wisdom relat- respect, that.it would have done credit
ing to all the affairs of life. The stand- to Madrid is an emphatic answer to
ard dramas abound in sentiments one who questions the existence of a
which might have been uttered by strong and enduring pride in the SpanWashington or Gladstone. Spanish au ish language and letters on the part
thorship is not confined to Spain. All. of the people of Luzon. Few Ameri- Spanlsh America teems with authors cans now expect or desire a perpetual
of prose and verse of no small de- prolongation of the present political
status in the Philippines, or look for
STUDY THE MAP.
gree of merit.
a future "assimilation" In language
fabric
of
class
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
Spanish
for the distribution of
,The splendid
ical literature Is well worth preserv and in blood.
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to tht
ing. With the future growth of Span
In conclusion, let us consider for a East and West ,and cnrect communication with all points in the Territory.
nations in wealth and moment the present outlook for the Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-Ofis open. Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water In New Mexico. The
culture, it will be popularized as nev century upon which we have entered.
er before. More and more will it be- From Santa Fe northward to the Arcgeographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
come the possession of the populace, tic Circle extends the English-speakinS. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard Is
point on the great A. T.
with the multiplication of cheap and
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
world of America, In an unbroken
accessible reading. Of the real merits line. F oni Santa Fe, or at least from call or address
of Spanish literature we have been El Paso, southward, extends the Span
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,. .
In no position to judge. The summarworld to Cape Horn,
Willard, New Mexico.
ies contained In our encyclopedias and through ninety degrees of latitude, in
the specimen "translations' found in an unbroken line. While Spain cuts
"collections" of the world's literature but a small figure in Europe, as com
are apt to be farclal. Even the books .pared with Germany or with France,
of the late Butler Clark of Oxford and or even with Italy, there can be no
John Owen of London betray an utter German nation, no French nation, no
want of sympathy or of knowledge of .Italian nation in this western world.
the subject on the part of the writers. The English language already spoken
CERVANTES.
5. As to the elimination or absorp- by more than 130,000,000 people in all
tion. of the Snanlsh
race el
-I
- iLuC IIVIIU, I J
up) "
FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
the assimilation of the "Saxon," this bounds. The Spanish language Is ex-iANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP
e
millions or more
probably sixty-fivNetherlands In their war for
out of the question. There is no race 'panding far more rapidly than any
of Spanish control. Eng- who speak Spanish; and if we include , element so persistent, so ineradicable, 'otner continental language of western
the
Netherlands led in the with them those who use the closely Facial feature, temperament, Inherit-Europe- .
land and
The Pacific is to be the (.heatto
the cause which was related Portuguese, the number will ed tendencies of the Spanish persist er of great activities in this new cen- opposition
millions.
In the offspring of
dearest of all to the Spanish heart in be about eighty-fiv- e
Spaniards
by.tury. South America,Central America, WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
ISM
SANTA
2
world is French, Indian, Aztec, Peruvian, Ger
The Spanish-speakinthe days of warring creeds.
Mexico, the Antilles and the Philipdenumbers.
Its
in
man or American
In the New World the Spaniard has growing steadily
mothers persist pines will participate in the affairs of
been our competitor and adversary structive wars have ceased. The love .through long generations of utter Iso the great world. The "Saxon" and the we have failed to secure our share of "Spaniard" accomplish ln the new era
from the earliest Co'onlal days to a of children is characteristic of Span- lation or of close contract with other "Spaniard' of the future will have, the South American trade. Our inher- which we have entered?
or
tnese
times
in
lands,
time within the memory of schoolboys.
elements; persist in the cool North more and more Interests in common; ited beliefs and prejudices, belonging
What is Best for Indigestion?
Florida, Texas and Cuba have been peaco and in this western world of or ln the torrid Sonth; persist in the will, to an ever increasing
degree, to a bygone era, have prevented us
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, Onsuccessive subjects of contention. The boundless resources, tnere win be a mountain lands, in the vast forests, take account of each other; will learn from grasping the situation from unin-enmities of our ancestors were per- vast increase in the population with upon the grassy plains; persist amid to work together for
derstanding the peoples with whom tario, has been troubled for years with
The
we would deal commercially, and with indigestion, and recommends
succeeding
most
and
every
of
Chamcauses
generation.
varied
scenes
the
the
while
changed
city
terests.
petual,
from religious and personal to terri- birth rate of the French is today but country life, of active labor or of lux-The first duty of each is to recast , whom we must have common inter- berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
fraction of one per cent, above the urious ease. This is the testimony-de- ath his inherited opinions of the other; to course' in all the future.
as "the best medicine I ever used."
torial and political. From the time of
rate. The population of France 'willing or reluctant of all intelligent estimate the other at his true value.
the Armada (1588) hatred has been
We love to think that the blending If troubled with indigestion or constiare of Saxon and Norman in English his- pation give them a trial. They are
mingled with contempt for the Span- is already stationary, and will soon de- observers.
Cultured Spaniards
everywhere
ish. Shakespeare expressed this feel- cline actually, as it has long been de- I It is not meant that the persistent including
a knowledge of English tory was the greatest of all historical certain to prove beneficial. They are
ing in a single line when he spoke of clining relatively among the popula- Spanish inheritance is unmodified by among the essenMals of their educa- events in Its ultimate results for the easy to take and pleasant in effect.
tions of the world. The Germans are the mingled blood of other races. The tion. The new dmiands of the diplo world; that each of these race ele- Price 23 cents. Samples free at all
the man
"From tawny Spain, lost in the world's a fecund people, but Germany is al- hundreds of thousands of Germans and matic world and of the commercial ments supplemented the other in the drug stores,
ready crowded and its surplus popu- Italians who have been pouring into world alike render it desirable for am- precise manner and proportion requir- druggists.
debate."
The contemptuous epithet tawny" lation goes to foreign lands, to blend South America In the stream of west- bitious young Americans to acquire an ed to achieve the highest civilization
and
had reference primarily, it would with their people as a drop of water ward emigration
from Europe will accurate and ready knowledge of the of the world. What may not the proxLegal blanks both English
and in a meas- Spanish for sale by tho New Mex- seem, to the yellow of the Spanish melts into the sea. The Italians are have their Influence in Spanish Amer- - Castilian tongue. Already our great imity, the
conica as the like accessions have with commercial houses are learning why ure, the mingling of "Saxon" and lean Printing company,
flag; but It contained, also, perhaps, increasing, but are wholly out of
with
the
peo- Jus. But
as
sideration
compared
a suggestion of the faded tints of
they will become absorbed.
j The cooler blood of the northern peoAutumn, the season of the dying year. ples of Spanish origin.
Spanish-speakin3 The
The "world's debate" signified not so
peoples ple gives only a steadier direction, a
much the war of words as the argu- are growing prodigiously in wealth. ' greater force, to the Spanish language
ment of cannon, like the recent "de- Thirty years of peace in Mexico have of their mixed descendants.
As to what really constitutes the
bate" in the Corean straits, between wrought miracles of development, and
A
a
In
in
such
and
is
its
Snanlsh
work
the
type, we have been much in
Togo
infancy.
yet
Rojestvensky.
contest, Spain was deemed already great mart of more than a million peo- - error. The "grave, tactiturn, and dis- "lost" in Shakespeare's day.
ple has grown up at Buenos Ayres, in tant Spaniard," of whom we have stu
Antipodes alike in theories of gov- the Argentine a city more than twice died for generations in our school geo
ernment and of religion, in social life the size of Rome or of Madrid; a city graphies, Is a myth. Quick, witty, alert
and in the development of their liter- of great warehouses, elevators, facto- - responsive, merry, volatile, the Span
world and ries and wharves; a city of splendid iard is the very opposite of the imag
atures, the English-speakinworld have nev- boulevards and elegant mansions; a inary character of our text books.
the Spanish-speakiner understood each other. We have city rich in works of art and in luxu- - The West Indian pirate of our old
held the Spanish to be given over to rfous adornment. Chile has always dime "novels" (written in New York
besotted bigotry and tyranny, With
the exception of their Immortal "Don
Quixote," we have known nothing of
their literature, nor have we bothered
Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
That is what Kodol ia for. The stomach cannot stop work ; if it did you would stop existing. when necessary giving it a period of complete
ourselves to inquire if they possessed
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"
any. In the Americas the principle
Kodol
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good
to
when
assist
has
it.
it
except
of political union triumphed in the
digestion
"gone wrong."
0
North and of disunion in the South.
Very likely you never gave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
There was stability on the one hand
People used to think that when they had indithey should stop eating or limit themand anarchy on the other. The puny,
they have to. Sometimes, though, it cost less to gestion
selves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
one has to.
a
do
before
little
thinking
like
republics,
Spanish
purging with cathartics. All that is very distheir mother land, have seemed "lost
galley-slav- e
of
ancients
Even
rested
the
at
the
agreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.
'
In the world's debate." '
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
We have seemed to see the decadStarvation or purging doesn't cure anything.
and it never rests
harder than the galley-slavKodol doesn't cure anything either but Bhows
ence of Spain reflected in her fjormer
of Itself.
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
We have deemed
of course, will rest the stomach, but merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
Kodol,
It but a matter of time when the
that is something nature didn't provide for. If It does this by digesting every particle of the
"Saxon" should spread over the vast
lived the way nature intended,
food. The stomach then rests and cures itself.
people
It wouldn't have been necessary to provide for it. That is what was intended when Kodol was made.
regions where the Spanish flag once
But they don't that's the trouble.
floated and the Spanish element
It couldn't be any other way.
should be absorbed in the stronger
Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
Kodol is quite indispensable to a good many
life current of northern blood.
If you can. Your health depends absolutely upon persons. To all, ln fact, who haven't time in
We have reasoned but superficially.
the perfect performance of the stomach's functheir dally lives for a careful selection of foods
While noting the misdeeds of the govtions. Ever think of that or why it is true?
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to recernment of old Spain, we might have
tify any disagreeable effects of wrong eating.
The human body is composed of certain chemiof
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Arc You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach?
Treat it right its your best friend. Abuse it

g

g

and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

half-barbaro-

e,

world-possession-

now-a-da-

inquired what were the sentiments

cal elements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.

the Spanish people as reflected in the
utterances of their representative authors. While counting, with amused
contempt, thirty revolutions in Mexico within the space of twenty-eigh- t
years, we might have questioned with
ourselves if this state of affairs was
really to continue. While assuming
that the Spanish element in America
and the Philippines is destined to be
absorbed by stronger race elements,
we might have asked if this Spanish
element is of a nature to be absorbed,
or if, on the other hand, it is the most

The food we eat is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't it? No wonder it occasionally needs
Kodol to help it do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do its own work continuously, without assistance lias a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That Is why they require Kodol.
KING ALFONSO

OF SPAIN.

Our Guarantee

to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle if you can honestly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
to the large bottle and to but one ln a family.
Go

Every druggist knows our guarantee is good
The dollar bottle contains 2H times as much
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol is made at the
laboratories of E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
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SOCIAL AMP

I

A SWELL
CUT
that individualises

wearer

as being

A

exclusive.

Keep ksupiiea

.

Selianan Bros

BALLARD'S
SNOW
Positive

July is the time to buy Wash
Dress Fabrics.

We

out our Line

of Ladies, Misses and Childrens
LOW CUT SHOES of

every
Every pair guaranteed,
You Know the Quality.

s,

taste

P.
For

Thursday

I

Below the Early Season

We are closing

carry
latest

We

ait fa'

Prices

For

ONLY

it here.

You will find

LINIMENT

SPECIAL SALE

Co.

What is it yot want?

careful

wife will always

$i

FOR

INCORPORATED 1903.

PERSONAL))

President Robt, Law of the Santa
Fe Central
Mrs.
Law
Railway,
AMERICAN UDY WOMAN'S OX FORDS. and their two sons are cozlly domiciled at the Palace hotel, where they
have apartments.
LOW
Miss Helen Gibson, daughter ot Division Superintendent E. J. Gibson of
the Santa Fe Pacific railway, has gone
its
to Fort Madison, Iowa, to visit friends.
Charles V. Safford, traveling auditor
of the territory, spent the past week
at his old home at Aztec, San Juan
county, where he is the owner of conit
siderable property.
Mrs. Martin Lohman of Laa Cruces,
Hit
r.sA
has gone to Orange, New Jersey, to
spend the remainder of the summer
with her son Herbert, who Is attending an educational institution there.
Miss Beulah Duncan, daughter of
Territorial Oil Inspector Duncan of
Las Vegas Is in the city the guest of
A
Cure
Miss Jaffa on Palace avenue. During
the coming week she will be the guest
Rheumatism, Cuts, Old slores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
10 DAYS
of Miss Richie Seligman.
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.
Mrs. S. G. Cartwrlght and son who
an
at Ocean
outing
SHE KNOWS.
make a Special REDUCTION on all are enjoying
Park, California, are expected to reMrs.
C. H. Runyon, Stan-berr- y,
LOW CUT Shoes of 25
turn home about the middle of SepMo. writes: I have
used Snow Liniment and can't
tember. Both are Increasing in spirits
a
cents off on eveiy dollar. We
and bettering their health.
say enough for it, for Rheumatism and all pains. It is
full line of them in all the
Grahme II, Frost will leave Monday
the most useful medicine to
for Tescott, Kansas,
to
the
spend
toes and every shape, size and widlh. month of August with his grand-parenthave in the house."
Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00
want to see every woman with
the Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Hood,
that town. Thereafter he will proBallard Snow Liniment Co.
for a hat dsome OXFORD of
ceed East to attend school.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Dr. R. E. McBvide and family of
Our sale will commerce
Las Cruces, who have spent the past
two
months at Ocean Park, Califor1
Sold and Recommended by
nia, will return to their comfortable
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
home this week. They have been greatAND SQECT
ly improved in health by their visit to
EARLY
the seaside.
FIRST CHOICE.
quent speaker. He and Mrs. Bateman
Mrs. John W. Poe, the wife of the will come to Santa Fe after the Chauwell known president of the Citizens' tauqua closes. Chaplain Bateman visitPERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS. J
National Bank of Roswell, is prepar- ed this city last year and greatly enMONEY TO LOAN
ing for a lengthy visit to friends in joyed his stay here.
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and aB high as $200
St. Louis. She expects to leave RosColonel W. A. Glassford, Signal
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Ratwt are
well the middle of August and will be Corps U. S. Army, and Mrs. Glassford,
reasonable. Call and see us before liorrowlng.
absent until October.
both very well and pleasantly rememTuesday afternon last Mrs. Robert bered in this city and in Las Vegas,
P. Ervien was "at home' to her lady where they have many good friends,
at SALMON Store.
friends at the comfortable Ervien are very cozily situated now at Fort
apartments in the governor's palace. Omaha, Nebraska, where the colonel
Many ladies called and the afternoon is in command and has charge of Imwas
signal corps experiments.
spent in social conversation, portant
Phone 103.
Phone 108.
.'Light refreshments were served to They keep posted on New Mexico af'
itore ia Snt
The largest and the only
those present.
fairs, regularly reading the New
Dr. and Mrs. J, A. Rolls of this city Mexican. The Glassford family circle
and Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith, of Las is now complete as Mrs. Glassford's
Vegas, spent this week at the Grand mother Is there and their two sons,
Canyon of the Colorado in Arizona. First Lieutenant Pelem Glassford of
Tomorrow they will leave for Los An- the United States Field Artillery, and
Glassford, of the
geles and Santa Calaltna Island, Cali Ensign W. A.
AND
So
fornia, where they will remain ten U. S. navy, are with them.
is Mrs. Glassford, the wife of Lieutendays or two weeks.
Editor D. L. Newkirk of the Pecos ant Pelem Glassford. Fort Omaha is
Valley News at Artesia, a bright Re- one of the most pleasant military
publican newspaper, will deliver a lec posts in the United States, especially
ture at the Mountainair Chautauqua, in the summer.
The Misses Jaffa entertained a
which will be held from the 15th to
the 29th of August in, that pretty moitfi-tai- number of their young friends very
resort. Editor Newkirk Is a very pleasantly at the Jaffa residence on
Palace avenue on Thursday evening,
fluent and interesting speaker.
to Miss Beulah DunMr. and Mrs. J. J. Jaffa and son of complimentary
Roswell, who have been guests this can of Laa Vegas. Music was furweek of Hon. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, nished by a pianola and cards were
will remain here during the coming the amusement of the evening. Dainweek. Mr. Jaffa is cashier of the Citi ty refreshments were served which
zens National isanK or Kosweii ana were fully appreciated by tne young
is a respected and influential citizen people. The two Misses Jaffa received
while
of that town. They are enjoying their assisted by Miss Pearlstein,
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa and Mrs. J.
J.
visit here very much.
Hon. Fred Dennett, commissioner Jaffa of Roswell, acted as chaperones.
of the General Land Office, of Wash Those present, besides the guests of
Miss
ington, D. C, who was in the city honor were: Miss Seligman,
reofficial
Miss
on
an
Miss
Florence
Laughlin,
visit,
Spitz,
Wednesday
turned to Washington after being ab- Spitz, Miss Helen Laughlin,
Miss
sent for six weeks during which he Bergere, Stella Bergere, May Ber-ger- e
and Miss Bean; Messrs. Frost,
visited all the principal land offices in
the western states. During his stay in Harry H. Lusk, Roland Whitman, Jathis city Commissioner Dennett met cob Safford, Howell Ervien, Carlos
several of his old friends and he com- Creamer, Milton Hall and Emory MarSoutheast Corner Plaza, Santa F.
Telephone No. 40.
shall, of Des Moines, Iowa.
bined business with pleasure.
A. H. Hilton, a wealthy merchant
Captain N. B. Stokes, of the Tenth
and land owner in the pretty little Uj. S. infantry who has been for the
town of San Antonio, In Socorro coun- past two years stationed at Fort St.
For anything and everything appertaining to Printiig or Binding ty, left last night for Long Beach, Cal- Michaels, Alaska, Is about to return
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
ifornia for a five weeks' visit to that to the states with his regiment and
coast resort. His daughter, who was will be stationed at the military post
for the
Indiana,
educated abroad and has traveled a near Indianapolis,
next
two
will
Stokes
years.
Captain
In
has
arrived
the Capital
good deal,
and will be at the Van Stone resi- be pleasantly remembered by Santa
dence on Highland avenue for a week. Feans as he was stationed here as a
Miss Hilton is an accomplished music- second lieutenant during the early
nineties and made many friends. He is
ian and a pretty young woman.
now married and Mrs. Stokes and two
Willard Belknap, a prominent citizen of Nara Visa, in Quay county, children will accompany him to the
writes the New Mexican that he is states, Captain Stokes remembered
Mrs. Frost with a very handsome
arranging to attend the meeting of the
8
8
a skin of an
Republican territorial convention In present, sending her
white
fur being pure
the
fox,
18.
this city on August
He desires to
get a view of this city of which he has white, of remarkably fine texture and
heard many pleasant and favorable very long hair. It will make a beautiful boa and in that shape is very
and become acquainted
Decoexpressions,
The head of the animal antj
attractive.
with the territorial officials and leadhind feet are with fur and. will
its
will
who
ing Republicans
attend the
add to the beauty of the boa.
convention.
Chaplain C. C. Bateman and Mrs.
(Continued On Page Eight)
Bateman of Fort Bayard, will be among
the attendants at the Mountainair.
Chautauque on which occasion Chaplain Bateman, who served several
"The Racket" has on sale the Victor
years in the Philippine Islands, will
MANUFACTURER
make an address, descriptive of the line $10.00, $22.00, $30.00, $40.00,
Filipinos and his experiences while $50.00 and $60.00. 20 dozens new recJEWELER
to pick from. Hear your record
among them as an army chaplain. ords
Chaplain Bateman has the reputation before you buy and save express
of being a very interesting and elo- - charges.
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Dry Goods House

In
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City.

COME

Win.

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing

Lawn mowers. Crass Catchers,
Something Mew in Lawn sprinklers, Garden Hose.
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

FAAh!

NATHAN SALMON.

STRAWBERRIES

Sl.
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F.

up-to-d-
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Good to
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If,
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Eat

Solitaire Tea and Coffee
Have no Equal.

Winter Gr ocer y

Ap SEE

j

CHERRIES

Field and Garden Seed.

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

CALL

7

t"

FRESH DAILY

Everything

,:

K

-

Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.

Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,

Hammocks, Croquet sets.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Theost
PhiT

Complete Line of Ijardware in the City.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

HDW. CO.

WOOD-DAVI- S

jnJjE.

Co.

In The Early

1

or late Summer days there is
so stylish,1 handsome
and dignified as a Prince Albert
or Cutaway suit artistically
maae ana eieganuy lurnisnea,
such as a tailor .who understands
his business can fiit you out
with, If you are not "the glass
of fashion and mould of form"
there is no one that can make
you so like.
nothing1

FOR YOURSELF

M

I

Julius Pfcralter

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Comer Washington & Palace Aves

Al-as-

IBS

.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and leather Ebony

'

Goods!

Phonographs.

a. apiiz

DIAMONDS
RIGHT

PRICES

RIGHT

GOODC

K C, VONTZ
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"iiiivniv

RIGHT SERVICE

a&346

M

M

M

Eye.

i iiiviiyiL,

Teeteand

Fitted

By

Up-t-

Date Method.
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWARE.
San FrancUco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Bindioa
the New Mexican Printing Company.

Tall on

TELEPHONE

i

WATCHES

your wants to us. We call for and deliver prescriptions. Any thing ordered by
'Phone will be selected with same care as though you call in person.
Deliveries made promptly, no extra charge.

ZOOK

MCo
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((minor city topics) Biff Drive in Summer
Millinery

Trie saving
Habit

forecast for New
Mexico: Showers tonight or
Sunday in north and east portions. Fair la southwest
Weather

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?

da: afternoon at

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
THE UNITED STATES

BANK

AND

TRUST COMPANY

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE
MGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES, II4CK5.

FINE

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.

Rates Right.

CHAS.
YOU

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

wheii you strike this establishment.
We handl-- nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

S

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
to be told how excellent our specialties are; And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. It you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
have-

-

,

onco.
8ole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
We have

just received a nice line of pretty dishes
and are selling them at a special price. Fancy Cups
and Saucers goes at 10 and 15 cents. Pitchers,
Plates, etc. will go at equally as low prices.

Fancy Imported China, Glassware
Special Prices on Blue Diamond Granite Ware

TIN WARE IS COMPLETE.
Our Stock of Furniture is large and you are invited
to look it over and examine our prices.
Handsome Recep- - (LI 00
Hon Chairs at
OUR STOCK OF

E mbalmino

ft Undertaking

30G-San Francisco St 'Phone
'Phone No
Night Call
8

10
1

A SPKOIALTY.

i

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.

During the Month of July

Che entire

line of spring and summer goods
all descriptions will be sold at
and
of
every
I
one half of its regular value.
Please Give us a 'Call and Convince Yourself.

sonal business.

Frank Larrivas and Patricio Chaves
of Lamy, were among the Normandie
hotel guests yesterday. They came to
the- - city on personal business.
The hotel arrivals in this city yesterday numbered forty, namely: Pal
ace, six; Claire, seventeen; Normandie, fourteen; Coronado, three.
William
known
well
resident and merchant of Chama, Hio
Arriba county, was In the city yesterday and registered at the Claire.
Xorris and Rowe's circus will exhibit in Santa Fe on September 18.
The first advertising car of the circus
will arrive here on September 4.
Gregorio Herrera, farmer at Santa
Cruz, spent the day in the city. He
was a delegate to the Republican
county convention from Santa Cruz,
precinct No. 1G.
T. Buckingham, of the Cerrillos
mining district in south Sauta Fe
county, arrived in the city last night
on business. He had a room at the
Normandie hotel.
The Womans' Christian Temperance Union will meet Tuesday afternoon, August 4th at 3 o'clock at the
home of Mrs, J. A. Wood, on East Palace avenue.
Jose O. Rivera, a rancher on the upper Pecos, arrived in the city yesterday and had his name on the Norman-Personal business
die hotel register.
brought him here.
Mrs. Emma Seward and daughter,
Irene, of Tres Piedras who have been
visjting the former's mother, Mrs.
Jefferson Davis, in this city, returned
home this morning.
The following visitors to the rooms
of the New Mexico Historical Society
registered yesterday: Blanche Stras-ser- ,
of Denver; Gertrude Remsberg,
of Raton; C. E. Byam, of Rome, New
of
York, and vMiss Dora Thornton,
Roswell.
Mrs. Ella Davidson, who has been
been in charge of the Claire hotel cafe
for the
past year, has disposed of her interest in the same to
and Gable, who will conduct it
in the future. Mrs. Davidson and her
daughter will go to Roswell to reside,
Don't forget to take advantage of
the most liberal offer ever made in
this city by the Adolf Seligman Dry
Goods company of one extra pair of
pants and one pair of best suspenders
with every suit measure from now untile August 15. Six hundred samples
to select from.
The precipitation for the 24 hours
ending at 6 a. m., today was 0.08 of
an inch of rain. The maximum temperature yesterday was 72 degrees and
the minimum temperature was 53 degrees. The average relative humidity
for the day was 79 per cent. The lowest temperature during last night was
56 degrees and the temperature at 6
a. m. today was 57 degrees.
C. F. McKay, wife and baby and Mr.
left this
and Mrs. John Dendahl
where
from
for
they
Embudo,
morning
will drive overland thirty miles to the
headwaters of the Rio Pueblo for a
two weeks' outing. The Rio Pueblo is
one of the finest trout streams in New
Mexico and the party expects to make
some record catches. Camp equipage
and plenty of provisions were taken
along.
The committees of the Woman's
Board of Trade having in charge the
arrangements for the Plaza fete are
busy arranging for this coming event
and indications are that it will be the
most successful fete ever given. The
ladies are especially desirous of securing a large number of articles for
the rummage sale and request that
anyone having articles to donate for
this feature to notify Mr. Harroun
.who will send after them.
I
Probate Clerk G. W. Armijo today
Issued a marriage license to William
Hogrefe, aged 22 years, and Mise Jessie M. White, aged 23 years, both of
Stanley. The couple were married In
the office of the probate, clerk by Jus-- (
tlce of the Peace Ma. Garcia. Both are
well and favorably known Stanley people. Mr. and Mrs. Hogrefe returned
to Stanley today, where they will
make their home and where he is engaged In the mercantile business,
j
July is always considered a dull
month for business, at least at Santa
"Fe,, yet the local postal receipts and
money order business broke all previous monthly records In the month just
past. The postal receipts amounted to
$1,437.10., There, were sold 11,900
cent stamps; 26,900
t
stamps,
1,729 stamps of higher denominations;
70 special delivery stamps; 330 postage due stamps, 2,110 postal cards;'
168 postage stamp books, and 17,250
stamped envelopes. There were registered 573 letters and parcels: there
were delivered 840 registered pieces
of mail; while : 207 registers were
handled In transit, a total of 1,625
-

,

e

u

to Hiss This

MB--

For one week commencing Monday, July 27th, until Saturday
August 1st, inclusive, we will sell the well known brand MONARCH shirt in either dress or negligee, which sells everywhere
for $1.25 and $1.50, for only 90 cents.' You had better lay in a
supply as this opportunity will not offer itself soon again.

JULIUS H. QERDES.

ARCr
well-wor-

On Page Eight.)

State of

Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the linn of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and States
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this Cth day of De
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. G LEA SON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO..
Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 73c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.
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THE STAY SATISFACTORY RANGE

MALLEABLE
never warped.
DUPLEX DRAFT -- Air admitted to entire fire box.
FULL ASBESTOS LINING Heat all retained within range'
OVEN THERMOMETER Amount of heat perfectly regulated.
TRIPLE WALLS PLANSIHED STEEL-Perf- ect,
durable
TOP-Unbrea-

kable:

construction.

HEAVY VENTILATED

easily controled
PIN EXTENSION

FIRE BOX

LINING- -

WATER FRONT

Quick tire,
fuel

Hapid heating,

saving.

SMOOTH DURABLE NICKLE- -A
clean, highly finished
surface.
We have the largest exhibit ever shown in the City.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

'!

Typewriters.
at
Racket" and see

ALLEABLE

Are made of the finest Malleable iron. They are polished
.as brightly as a
steel rail. When first used these
turn a deep blue color and thereafter they require no polishing, blacking or rubbing, as ordinary ranges do. These lids
and plates will also withstand the effect of the intense heat
without burning, cracking or warping, and, since the iron is
very close grained ic structure, it will heat through much
quicker than cast iron Therefore, a top that will heat more
quickly, and conduct more heat rapidly, with less loss of heat
WILL SAVE FUEL It will do more, it will save your
range and fire box and lengthen the life of the range.

Southeast Corner Plaza,

(Continued

s

TrE

MISS. A. MUGLER

2:30 o'clock at the

1

.".I
iti .V

j

Y

I

fhr CTw

the

new Royal Typewriter. Racket prices
prevail, $C!.00. None better at any
price. All latest improvements.

Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
E. Henry, with the
United States Express Co., Chicago,
writes, "Our General Superintendent,
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy some time ago to
check an attack on the old chronic diarrhoea. I have used it since that time
and cured many on our trains who
have been sick. I am an old soldier
who served with Rutherford II. Hayes
and William McKInley four years in
the 23rd Ohio Regiment, and who have
no ailment except chronic diarrhoea.
which this remedy stops at once." For
sale by all druggists.
Mr. Edward

1

X?

xlr

S. H. FAIL0R
Plumb inn &

cheat yourself if you do not buy r.e MONARCH. Oo it now.
Mail Orders Solicited.
Phone No. 83.
EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.

You

li

WORK UUAKANTKKD THK BKST
Hnnlwni-cLKAVK ORTiKRS nt
Ooi-hle'-

.

For Pure Cream and fy'lk
Telephone No. 148 Red
We Comply with the
Pure Food Laws.

MRS. RETSCH

y.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY

ii si

PHONK
NO 41.

1

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

PHONK

X0 41

If
rV FSS6

Destroys all Germs, protects
from Contagious of every kind.
PRICES 25c and 45c.

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

Blacnemos
for

THE WEST FOR THE

Preserving

WEST,

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

are now the

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.;
of the Southwest

lowest
of the

season.

A.

M BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico,
Santa Fo, N.

Catron Block,

M.

t

two-cen-

Woa Mot Ml

of the service required of a range is the cookon
done
the
ing
top. In view of this, think of the ADVANTAGE it would be TO YOU IF THE TOP OF YOUR RANGE
HAD SOME REAL HONEST MERIT. The lids and cross
pieces of
Four-fifth-

library.
J. J. Watkins of Wlllard had his pieces of registered mail. There were
name on the Claire hotel register yes- seat to the dead letter office 84 pieces
of mall during the month.
terday. He came to the city on per-

Kind-erman-

Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

as Flowers, Veils.
Baby BonneU, Chip and
other Summer Braid Hats,
all will no wbe sold down
in price.

day-the-

--

RANGE REASON No. 2

.Si Such

'v

There will be a special meeting of
the Woman's Board of Trade on Mon

If you are tnnfty, you have some of your money leftover.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

PAGE FIVE

ffiK!-

FROM AUGUST 1st.

Vitrified brick will be sold

at SI2 per thousand and red
or building brick at $8 per
thousand.

JOHN W. GREEN
Superintendent of Penitentiary,

Give us your

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

or- -

ART PICTURES

AND

FRAMING

DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Order GWen Prompt
We make a specialty

der for a crate

of

Attention. Send for Catalogue,

or more

HOWLAND

Kit

Also have all
kinds of other

A DEWEY COMPANY,
ft. Broadway. Las Anoalaa. CaVI

The Valley Ranch
The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Pecos) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a nmitea numperoi guesis.

Out of Doors Life
H. S. KAUItE

wi

ft

n.

GO.

I

A

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY

Address The Valley Ranch.
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

1

5.

PACE SIX

SAtfTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Santa Fe Central

12
1

2 64
8 27
3 61
4 14
6 IS
6 60
7 36

,. Stanley.--

116
93
74
63
65
47
47
35

.

..Morla cy.
..Mcintosh.
. .Kstancla..
; ....W'llllard.
A rr. Torrance.. .Lve

p
p

7 6 25 p
9 6 13 p
9 4 10 p
3 3 27 p
1 3 02 p
2 2 38 p
2 1 38 p
7.1
1 03
0 11 16 a

Freight, pas enger and steamBhlp
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RailToway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
TorAt
peka & Santa Fe Railway.
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
J. P. LYNG,
Agent.
and
Passenger
City Freight

Mi

Pacilic
PASSENGER

l,
the standard, township
and section lines necessary to subdivide and
the
townthlps, viz: Ts.
following
complete
13N.T R.13 K.I30N., Rs. 14 & 15 W.; 14 S., R.
i 19 S
K.
R, 10 K.; 11 4
18
;
Rs.9
All)
38 K,
S.,
13 S.. R.37 K.:24S., R 21 K. fracl. Twps. 2
N R 4K.I13N., R.7 K.;8&9 8., R. 2 W. ;11
Rs 14 A 15 E.; 30
A 12 NR.16N.; 14 N
N., R.IH W.;29N.. R 11 W, , 22 N., H. 9 E.;
26 N.R.9K. mid 4. N. K 37 K.; also all
valid small holding claims found to be
within any of said townships, and such
as may be
or
found to be absolutely necessary. Minimum
mile for
are
$9
of
rutes
per
mileage
legal
standurd, $7 for township and $5 for section
lilies. Intermediate rates
or
are $13, for standard, $11 for township and $7
lines. Maxfor section or
imum rates are $18 per mile for standard,
$15 for township and $12 for section or smallholding- lines. Special maximum rates are
$25 per mile for standard. $23 for township
lines,
and $20 for section or
the latter rates to be allowed only where
the lines of survey pass over lands moun
tainous, heavily timbered or covered with
dense undergrowth, and exceptionally
dllllcult to survey.
Party or parties to
whom contract or contracts may be awarded must execute the work In their own
proper person or persons with such assistants as may be required. Oompassinen
will not be allowed, Bond with approved
securities for the faithful performance of
the contract will be required of the sucThe right Is reserved to
cessful bidders
reject any and all bids, waive technical
to
accept any part of any bid,
defects, and
rejecting the other part, If the Interests
of the govermeut require it. Proposals
must be submitted lu duplicate to the undersigned and endorsed on the envelope;
Executing Government
"Proposals for No.
10." The proposals
Surveys, Notice
received will be opened at the time and
place above stated and bidders are Invited
to be present at such opening. Further information will be furnished upon application to thelunderslgned. JOHN W. MARCH
surveyor-genera-

Cl

I SCHEDULE

small-holdin-

In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY

Miles From
Dps Moines

00 a. in.
10 12 a. m.
10 35 a, in.
10 60 a. ni.
11 05 a. in.
11 20 a. in.
11 45 a. in.
12 20 p. in.
12 45 p. 111.
3 30 p. 111.
3 60 p. in.
4 15 p. Ill,
4 46 p ni.
4 66 p. m.
5 60 p. in.
6 15 p, lu.
6 36 p. ni.
7 08 p. ni.
7. 10 p. m.
7. 23 p. m.
7. 46 p. m.

0

10

Miles From

STATIONS.

Raton
49
45
38
32
29
24

Lv Dns Molne,
N;M. ArLv.
KumaUlo,
Dedinan
,.
Cnpullii
VlgU
Thompson
(junnlngliain
Ufton House Junction
Arr.
Arr.
RATON N M.
Lv.
LV.
"
Lv.
Clifton House Junction

4
11
10

20
25
31
42
49
42
49
58
56
08
77

18

7
7
13

Preston
Koehler
Koebler J net.

23
20
S3

Colfax
Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr
CIMARRON N. M.
Arr
Lv.
Lv
N. M,
Nash

83
80
89
94

41

47
50
63

Harlan
Ute Park

59

i

5 30 p,
S 15

4 55
4 35
4 25
3 55
3 30
2 55
2 30
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06
11 15
10 15
9 43

9 25
7 50
7 40
7 25
7 00

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

a.

a'

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

ni.
m.
m.
in.
ill.

Superintendent
RATON,

I

IN-

-

RATON, N.

RATON,

Ni

It

can be purchased by applying In person or by mall at the office of the
company.
"

Going to EI Paso?

August time tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless, no ambition feeling can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what Is known by druggists
everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Within 48 hours after beginning
to use the Restorative improvement
will be noticed. Of course, full health
will not Immediately return. The gain
however, will surely follow. And best
of all, you will realize and feel your
strength and ambition as It Is returning. Outside influences depress first
the "Inside nerves' 'then the stomach,
heart and kidneys will usually fail.
Strengthen these failing nerves with
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and see how
quickly health will be yours again.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 11:10 A.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.

M.
M.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time yon have occas-sioto go El Paso.

It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New

n

V.

Mexican.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

J
,

CORRICK CARRIAGE CO.

Haek

&

lu

j

A Boon to Elderly People.
Most elderly people have some kidney or bladder disorder that is both
painful and dangerous.
Foley's Kid- ney Remedy has proven a boon to
many elderly people as it stimulates
the urinary organs, corrects Irregularities and tones up the whole system.
Commence taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy at once and be vigorous. Sold

at the Ireland's Pharmacy.

Mn

Evory ana7ocica
iDiereaiec

120 San Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

i

--

m your dragirfit for H.1

It ha cannot inppiy the
auuciiv uv
athr. hut atma
l tamo for
book

atftia

llloitntfld
riled. It I
fnll ntrtlnnlara and dinwtiont In.
valuable to ladle. MARVEL 00.
M but Ma" Blraet. JiKW YOJtK.
:.:

.".

'.Mr

mould know

abort the wonderful
.MARVEL Whirling Spray
TIN new Vaclaal f jrlncc.
veat-j- H
oil coiiTen- lent it oleauiei

".

:"

.,,..

4

4

five-yea-

e

The New Mexican Printing company
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 7 Ecents; of
the territorial road laws, pprice 50
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These

4

Excursions

Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
it was first Introduced to the public In
1872, and have never found one Instance where a cure was not speedily
effected by Its use. I have been a commercial traveler for eighteen years,
and never start out on a trip without
this, by faithful friend," says II. S.
Nichols of Oakland, Ind. Ter. When
a man has used a remedy for thirty-fivyears he knows Its value and is
competent to speak for it. For sale by
all druggists.

W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
Cen Pass Agt
V. Pres. and Ccn Algr

JH.

g

m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
m.
in.
nv
in.
m.
ni.
m.
in.
in.
m. Surveyor General for New Mexico.
in.
A Faithful Friend.
N.
"I have used Chamberlain's

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson,
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
N. M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
as follows:
Moines
Des
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from
BOUND.
SOUTH
BOUND
NORTH
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
c.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with
A
Cimarron
and
N.
M.,
A S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax,
M.
N.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron,
Mexico: Ocate,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
and
Twining.
Taos
Red
River
de
Taos,
City,
Questa, Ranches
jj

E, J, DEDAflAN,

g

small-holdin-

No 2
DAILY

MASONIC.

After reading the public statement
Montezuma Lodge No
of
this representative citizen of Santa
1, A. F.'& A. M. RegEarl Freeman, St. Joseph', Missouri;
ular communication
Frank Bond and daughter, Espanola. Fe given below, you must come to this
A
conclusion:
first Monday of each
Claire.
remedy which cured
month at Masonic
William Klnderman, Chama; J, K. In good health since, can be relied upon to perform the same work In other
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Ortiz, Park View; W. A. Williams,
States.
N. L. KING.
K.
E.
Mrs.
Kennedy; Mrs. J.
Nagel,
Mrs. Bernarda Rivera de Escudero,
Worthy Master.
Hesch, Santa Fe; Charles B, Perkins,
Albuquerque; J. J. Watklns, Wlllard; living at 106 Grifflffln street, says: "As ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
A. G. Ralston; M. N. Stout, Trinidad, a general tonic, and In all cases of
Sant:. Fe Chapter No. 1
Colorado; I. D. Cross and wife, St. trouble arising from the kidneys, I
R. A. M. Regular conLouis; Otis Wing, Nowata, Oklahoma; know no remedy more worthy of convocation second Monday
Patricia Naughton, Omaha, Nebraska; fidence than Doan's Kidney Pills. For
of each month at MaA. H. Ehle, Kansas City; E. Mason, about a year I was bothered by a weaksonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Pueblo; G. W. Watklns, Denver; Wal. ness and a dull aching across my
loins and kidneys. I also tired easily.
s spitz w P
ter M. Tabor, Glorieta.
After using the contents of two boxes ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Normandie.
T. Buckingham,
L. R. of Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at
Cerrlllos;
Santa Fe Commandarj-No- .
S.
E.
Kansas
Smith, the Ireland Pharmacy, the pains were
Morgan,
City;
T. Regular
F. Earnshaw, Colorado;
1, K.
George C. relieved, my back was strengthened
conclave
fourth Mon.
Smith, Denver; John Hartley and and my health better In every way. I
dav In onrh mnnth at
wife, Pencsco; Jose O. Rivera, Pecos; am indeed, grateful to Doan's Kidney
C. E. Fenton, Mrs. E. Peachee, Albu- Pills for the great 'benefit I received Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m. ,
JOHN H. WALKER, B. C.
querque; Frank Larricos, Frederlclo from them."
Price 00 II. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
For sale by all dealers.
Chavez, Lamy; George W. Thompson,
Co,, Buffalo, New
Albuquerque; Clara A. Ballon, Mori-arty- . cents. Foster-MilburSanta F'e Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
York, sole agents for the United
14th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
take no other.
Coronado.
Remember the name Doan's and Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet9
William Hogrefe, Mrs. Jessie Hog
refe, Stanley.
years ago, which has kept the kidneys on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
cases. Read this:
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 minNo.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
7548.)
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's (Homestead Application
dially invited to attend.
Notice For Publication.
Pink Pain Tablets. The formula is on
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
box. Ask your doctor or Department pf the Interior,
the
M.
N.
Venerable Master.
U.
Santa
S.
Land
about
Fe,
woformula!
this
Office,
druggist
Stops
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
July fi, 1908.
manly pains,
headache, pains anyNotice Is hereby given that Marcos
where. Write Dr.
Secretary
Shoop, Racine,
Wis., for free trial, to prove value of Analla, of Gallsteo, N. M., who, on
his Headache or Pink Pain Tablets. June 22nd, 1903, made Homestead ApB. P. O. E.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
plication No. 7518 (Serial No. 0151,)
for SE1-- NE1-4- , NE1-- SE1-- and Nl-Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O. E.
NE1-4- ,
section 11, Township 14 N holds Its regular session on the secNEW BRIDGE AT
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
SILVER CITY filed notice of intention to make final month. Visiting brothers are Invited
five-yeproof, to establish claim to nd welcome.
El Paso
Iron Company Completes the land above described, before RegT. P. GABLE,
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N, M
Handsome Structure Other News
Exalted Ruler
on the 24th day of August, 1908.
Notes of Grant County Capital.
J. D. SENA,
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 1. The El
Secretary.
Paso Bridge and Iron company has Madrll, Juan Ortega, Joso Altre and
put the final touches on the splendid Simon Gonzales, all of Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bridge across the arroyo on main
Register.
street. The bridge is now ready to
turn over to the city and county and
Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold.
is a great convenience to both town
A. S. Nusbnum, Batesville, Indiana,
and county people.
C. M. Light, president of the New writes: "Last year I suffered for three
Mexico Normal School at this place, months, with a summer cold 'so dismy
Is home from Roswell where he con- tressing that it interfered with
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
I had many of the sympTo Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
ducted the Pecos County Teachers In- business.
toms of hay fever, and a doctor's pre- and other eastern
stitute.
points and return,
R. Whiteside has gone to Duluth, scription did not reach my case, and June 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
Minnesota on a business trip and will I took several medicines whicn seem- Kansas City and return $41.55; to St.
be absent some weeks. He is general ed only to aggravate It. Fortunately Louis and return $14.35; to Chicago
manager of the Whiteside Exploration I insisted upon having Foley's Honey and return $50.35. On sale daily June
and Tar. It quickly, cured me. My 1st to September 30th Inclusive. Final
company.
Professor Hugh A. Owen who holds wife has since used Foley's Honey return limit October 31st.
the chair of science at the New Mex- and Tar with the same success." Sold
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
ico Normal school here, has returned at the Ireland's Pharmacy.
To Denver, Colorado Springs
and
from a year's leave of absence. DurPueblo, Colorado. "
N.
7579.)
(Homestead
Application
ing this time he has taken a post
To Denver and return $21.10.
Notice For Publication.
graduate course at the University of
To Colorado Springs and return
the
of
Interior,
Chicago and also traveled extensive- Department
$18.15.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
ly through the Eastern states.
To Pueblo and return $16.35.
July 7th. 1908.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Mitchell are enOn sale daily June 1st to SeptemNotice Is hereby given that Ramon
joying a visit from Mr. and Mrs. O.
ber
30th. Final return limit October
on
M
N.
of
Santa Fe,
who,
Strahl of White City, Kansas. Mrs. Jimenez,
31st Stop overs at and north of
Homestead
Apmade
1903,
22nd,
Mitchell and Mrs. Strahl are sisters. (July
Pueblo In both directions.
Dr. F. P. Whitehlll Is spending his plication ' No. 7579 (Serial No. 0518.)
Seaside excursions to Los Angeles,
G
6
11
9,
and
Lots
for
Lot
10,
lot
B,
A,
vacation in Honolulu. He embarked
San
Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also
SW1-4- ,
18
SW1-section 31, township
for that port at San Francisco last
other
points on the coast.
M.
10
P.
N.
meridian,
E.,
Thursday. He expects to return Sep- N., Range
Los
To
Angeles or San Diego and
has filed notice of Intention to make
tember first.
return $41.90.
r
to
claim
establish
final
proof,
F. J. Cross and Charles L. Dotson,
To San Francisco, Calif., and return
plumbers and gas fitters, have dis- to the land above described, before $50.
N.
solved partnership, F. J. Cross con- Register or Receiver, at Santa Fe,
Tickets on sale each Tuesday,
M., on the 24th day of August, 1908.
tinuing the business.
I
and Saturdays until SeptemThursday
Claimant names as witnesses:
Silver City and Grant county are
ber inclssive. Final return limit NoTImoteo
Secundlno
Grlego,
not behind in the splendid rains that
vember 30th,
1908.
Liberal
stop
have visited the other portions of the Grlego and Martin Acuna, all of Santa overs for side
to Grand Canyon
rides
M.
N.
territory. This county has had verit- Fe,
Petrified forests, also at pleasure at
MANUEL R, OTERO.
able downpours for several weeks.
and west 'of Barstow, California.
Register.
RATES TO 8T. PAUL.
LETTER LIST.
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of Mysi
women
Weak
"Book
read
should
my
List of letters remaining uncalled
tic Shrine Meet in St. Paul,
for in the postjffce at Santa Fe. N. No 4, for Women," It tells of Dr.
July 13, 1908.
Cure.
Tells
how
these
Shoop's
Night
for
week ending July 31, 1908.
M.,
From Santa Fe to St. Paul and reIf not called for within two weeks soothing, healing, antiseptic' .supposiwill be sent to the dead letter office tories, bring quick and certain help. turn $52.95. On sale daily June 1st
The book is free; Address Dr. Shoop, to September 30th, final return limit
at Washington:
Racine, Wis. For sale by The Ireland October 31st, 1908.
Arvizlr, Manuel,
G. H. DONART,
,
Pharmacy.
Ballijos, Anastaclo,
Agent.
Banuetos, Antonio y Jacinto,
'
TO AND FROM ROSV.'ELL.
Blanchard, Mrs. Ida.
Connection made with Automobile
Breen, Wm.
Foley's Kidney Kemedy will cure
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally. any case of kidney or gladder trouble
Breen, Willie M.
Automobile leaves Torrance for
, Calvard, Quince.
that Is not beyond the reach of medi
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
Carter, Mrs. J. W.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- at the Ireland's Pharmacy.
Davis, Perry.
.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arDemenclo, Angelo Caputofu
i.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
Chaves, Juan A.
between
Sauta Fe and Torrance Is The
Courtney, Frank.
Beer
Famous
$5.80 and between Torrance and RosEsterbrooke, Mrs. M. E.
well, $10.00. Reservp seats on automoFarris, Dr. W. A.
'
bile by wire. J W. Stockiri, manag
Harp, A. N.
(
er Automobile Line.
Sole Agent for
Hendricks, Nate.
S.
M.
D.
M.,
Henry,
LEMP' S ST. LOUIS BEER
Jones, Preshia, Mrs. P.
How to Avoid Appendicities.
Most victims of appendicitis are
Maes, Ologio.
And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.
those who are habitually constipated.
Maes, Plfanio.
Martinez, A. B.
Foley's Orino Laxative cures enronic
McKlnley, Mrs. W. L.
constipation by stimulating the liver
Any Flavor you Dstlr.
and bowels and restores the natural
Meredith, L. A.
action of the bowels. Fr'ey's Orlnn Orders Filled for Any Amount. Mall Orders
MIchely, Guisippi.
will Receive Prompt Attentat.
Laxativo does not nauseate or. gripe
Mitchell, Dr. C. A.
and is mild and pleasant to 'Vte. ReOrtiz, Pabllto.
Phone 38.
Pacheco, M. C.
fuse substitutes. Sold at Tho Ireland's
Santa Ft, R. .
Montezuma Avenue.
Palmer, H. V.
Pharmacy.
Parsons, George W.
Reynolds, Miss Dorothy,
Rocha, Nahor.
Romero, Mr, and Mrs. M.
Valencia, Ramon.
Yasuito, Antonio y.
In calling for these letter pleas
,:
, ,;;
TO
satte whether "advertised" or not.
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
and Pueblo is Via the
Colorado
4
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n

PROPOSALS FOR EXKC'UTINGGOVKRN"
kw mKAHju.
MKNT Nl'KVKisifl
of the Interior. V. H, Surveyor
Mexico,
General' Oltlce. Santa Fe,NO.New
10.
Sealed
August 1, 1908. NOTION
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until
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be
will
proposals
10:00 o'clock a. m. August 31, 1908, for runlnaccordunoe
and
marking
ning, measuring
and such
with existing otllclal regulations
special Instructions as may be Issued by the
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Charles W. Parsells and wife, Leupp
Arizona; C. W. Moss, El Paso; Mrs.

Mile No 2

Lvo ..Santa Fe .. An
.Kmuiody..

60
66

FRATEBHAL

Santa Fe Has to Bow to the Inevitable
Scores of Citizens Prove It.

Palace.

Effective Thursday, April 30, 1908.
North Bound
South Bound
Stations

ACKNOWLEDGE IT.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Rail-

way Company

Ml

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Calle-tano,Moy-

,

Ro-we-

ll

Falstaff

HENRY KRICK
SODA WATER,

.

DIRECT KOUTE

Postmaster

Attention, Asthma Sufferers!

Foley's Honey and Tar will give immediate relief to asthma sufferers and
has cured many cases that had refused
to yield to other treatment. Foley's
Honey, and Tar is the best remedy for
coughs, colds and all throat and lung
trouble. Contains no harmful drugs,
Sold at the Ireland's Pharmacy.

Springs

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
Juan country of Colorado.
v
y
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
literature, etc., call on or address
t. K. HOOPER, a P. A T. A.
f. H. MelRIDI, ACsnt
Btnvw,

Clt.

Santa Fa, N.

M.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

1, 1908.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

SANTA

FE, N.

T

j

Xl

and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.

25xlo

feet laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

out with broad 80 and

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Ctit-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
leadjunction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System
ing East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston

1,000 business and residence lota, a.!o

PAGE SEVER

M.

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
Holler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

ALL FAST

Its importance ns a great commercial railroad city
in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.

EXPRESS,

MAIL

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST, AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or gravel.

We need a

first-cla- ss

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house,

jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modern
etc.; also a
drug store, harness
first-cla-

ss

hotel.

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
cash.
may renin in on note, with mortgage as
One-thir-

Two-thir-

BELEN TQWNSITE

several restaurants, etc. Bclen is the largest shipping point
for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

LIMITED

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once fur map ami prices if you wish to secure

JOHN BECKER, President.

the choicest lots.

WM. M. BEBQER, Secretary.

The Belen Town arid Improvement Company

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

I If
a
r
m Ant
i
r
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uuuu,
irregularity is Daa in every department 01 iue, m mcaia, m aicciug
but especially when it is a question of womanly habit. Not only is it a sign of
female disease, but, unless cured, it will cause dangerous troubles, because of
the poisons thus allowed to remain in the system.
If vou suffer in this way. get a bottle of

.

A
Bad

It

11

2

--

kt-vS

General Express forwarders

mm

u

TO

All

Mrs. Luclnda Johnson, of Fish Creek. Wis., writes: "I suffered for fourteen (14) years with Irreguin $1 bottles.
1
larity, causing great pain. At last I tried Cardul, and now am cured." At all druggists,
Women.
need Medical
If
for
Book
Illustrated
rf
you
valuable
1
fllC
MTa?!"! Write today for a free copy
1
A
stating age, and reply will be sent In plain sealed envelope.

l.miTr
describe your symptoms,
IP UJ il Lb
rlf Advice,
It'll
I I Idll
II III lie
Address: Ladies Advisory Dept..

3
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TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES

Centerville, Union county, less than
three months old, now supplies mail
to about eighty families. A very good
showing for a beginner.
t m Matthews of Albunueraue. will
erect a dairy building equipped along
sanitary xlines and it will be the finest
of its kind In the Southwest.
Judge B. A. Chaffee of Las Cruces
has been granted a divorce from his
bewife, Ida F. Chaffee, the decree
ParkW.
Frank
ing granted by Judge
er.

Amistad'will soon have a steam
railroad. The directors have been ov
er the proposed route and have maps
already drawn. The road will come
from Texas and extend to the Dawson
coal fields.
The Graya and the Browns, the two
rival baseball teams of Albuquerque,
will play tomorrow the second of a
series of three games for the baseball
championship of the Duke City. The
Grays came out victorious in the first
game.
A headline in an Albuquerque paper
reads:

"Flickerless Films at Rink;

Moving Pictures Prove Popular With
It's very
Both Skater and
rare that the skater sees flickerless
films, but not a new thing for them to
see moving pictures ana siars wo.
the
George Myers, an employe of
was
Oxfort saloon in Albuquerque,
fined ten dollars and costs this week
for assaulting Daniel Romero. A badly damaged face, worn by Romero,
was thought by the justice to be of
sufficient cause to find Myers guilty
of the offens.
The Perry Progress, a new weekly
newspaper at Perry, Quay county, failed to receive its "ready print" shipment last week and as a consequence
the paper came out as a half sheet
and the editor gave the following exNon-Skate-

,

planation: "The 'bobtail' appearance
of the Progress this week is caused
by hie failure of the express company
to deliver our regular ready print in
time. However, all the home pages
are here."

The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.

Batteries
Bailey, Waddell
and Bowers.
Bender
Spencer;

BASE BALL SCORES

SANTA FE COUNTY
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE

STANDING OF

Will Convene In High School August
10th, and Continue in Session
For Ten Days.

Detroit

Boston
National League.
Batteries
Won. Lost. P.C.

I

56

Pltsburg

30

.G09

and

5 10
9 13

3

Summers, Mullin and
Burchell, Steele

Thomas; Schmidt,
and Cariigan.
At Cleveland

.589
53
37
New York
R.H.E.
County Superintendent of Schools
36
.604
55
14 2
10
John V. Conway has issued a circular Chicago
Cleveland
.47 40 .540 New York
3 7 6
letter to school teachers notifying Philadelphia
46
.511
48
Cincinnati
them of the time, place of meeting,
Batteries
Falkenberg and Clarke;
.435
52
40
Boston
Teachers'
of
Fe
the Santa
.County
etc.,
Davidson, Chesbro, Billiard, Kleinow
5C
.371
33
Brooklyn
Institute. The letter reads:
St. Louis
'31 CO .341 and Sweeney.
Santa Fe County Teachers' Institute.
R.H.E.
At Chicago
4 11 0
"The Santa Fe County Teachers' InChicago
American League.
1 5 3
stitute will convene In the high school
Washington
Won. Lost. P. C.
room in Santa Fe, Monday morning,
and
F.
Smith
Batteries
Sullivan;
35
.020
57
Detroit
August 10th, 1908, - and will continue St. Louis
38
.596 C. Smith, Keely and Street.
56
on
ten days, Sunday excepted, closing
Western League.
41
.559
52.
Chicago
R.H.E.
Lincoln
At
Thursday afternoon.
49
.533
43
Cleveland
Sessions.
3 13
2
Lincoln
.489
46
44
2 4 2
"There will be two sessions each Philadelphia
Pueblo
.462
50
43
Boston
Bonno and Sullivan;
day as follows: From 9 a. m., to 12
Batteries
55
.389
35
Washington
if
4
2
or
to
later
from
p. m.,
m,. and
Mitz.
Owens
and
CO
32
.318
New York
At Omaha
necessary.
R.H.E.
1 9 3
Expenses.
Omaha
Western League.
3 3
"The only expense will be the regSioux City
Won. Lost. P.C.
ular fee of $2 to be paid upon enrollBatteries Rhoades and LeBrand;
38
.C00
57
ing. A course of study, outlining the Omaha
Strr and Shea.
41
.582
57
R.H.E.
work, will be furnished to each mem- Sioux City
At Des Moines
45
53
.541
Lincoln
ber of the Institute.
5 9 3
Des Moines
51
.500
51
Denver
Text Books.
8 11 0
Denver
.408
58
40
.
"Teachers should bring with them Pueblo
and
Nelson
Batteries
Witherup,
CO
.367
35
any text books which they may nave, Des Moines
Weigart; Chabeck and Zalusky.
American Association.
especially those adopted by the terNational League.
ritorial board of education last June.
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis 2;
Examinations.
At New York
R.H.E. Kansas City 4.
2 8 1
"Exaltations for teachers' certifi- St. Louis
At Louisville Louisville
2; Mi9 14 3 lwaukee 1.
cates will be held on Friday and Sat- New York
Batteries
urday following the Institute.
Ush, Raymond and At Toledo Toledo 1; MinneapoAttendance.
Ludwig; Taylor, Bresnahan and Need- - lis 2.
"To receive proper credit, teachers ham.
Columbus 7; St.
At Columbus
must be Jn attendance every day, or
At Boston
R.H.E. Paul 0.
3 9 1
furnish a doctor's certificate for ab- Chicago
sence on account of sickness. For a Boston
1 9 1
. ..
When the Stomach, Heart or Kidtoo
was
she
or
to
that
he
Overall
Batteries
and Kling;
say
person
nerves get weak, then these orney
and Graham.
busy to attend will not be taken as an
gans
always fail. Don't drug the Stomexcuse. The law must be complied
At Philadelphia
R.H.B.
nor
stimulate the Heart or Kidach,
with more strictly than it was years Cincinnati
0 8 7
is simply a make-shift- .
That
neys.
0
3 9
ago.
Philadelphia
a
Get
prescription known to druggists
Conductor.
Batteries Coakley and Scheli; Fox-eas Dr. Shoop's Restora
efeverywhere
"Mrs. A. J. Smith of Belen, an
and Dooin.
The Restorative is prepared ex
tive.
ficient and well known teacher In the
E.
II.
R.
At Brooklyn
nerves.
New Mexico Pltsburg
C 10
2 pressly for these weak inside
primary grades of
build
them
nerves,
these
Strengthen
to
conduct
has
been
0
2
7
engaged
schools,
Brooklyn
tabwith
Restorative
Dr.
Shoop's
the Santa Fe county Institute this
Maddox and Gibson; up
Batteries
or
see
how
lets
and
quickly
liquid
a
Smith
Mrs.
fine
bears
reputa- Rucker and Berger.
year.
help will come. Sold by The Ireland
tion as an instructress and those In
SunPharmacy.
terested in school work In the
American League.
shnie Territory afld particularly in
R.H.E.
At St. Louis
Santa Fe county, predict a first class St. Louis
4
8
0
Subscribe for the Daily New
institute this year. She has had years Philadelphia
3
7
2
and get the news.
of experience In New Mexico and Is a
scholar of high standing. She will be
1
assisted by excellent talent.
)
W
"A full and large attendance is most
earnestly desired.
"Very trly yours,
"J. V. CONWAY,
Kverv mother dreads the Dain attendant uoon the most critical
"County Superintendent."
but
period of her life. Becoming a mother should be a source of joy,

...0
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Lin-dama-

"made in a minute," too. No tedious
Sold by
20 or 30 minutes boiling.
Cartwright-Davl-

s

Co.
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Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
"For twenty years I suffered from
The seals and record books for no- a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
taries public for sale by the New says Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky.
Mexican Printing company at very "In
February, 1903, a gentleman asked
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorpor- me to try Chamberlain's'
Salve. I
ated companies are also handled. Call
bought one box and used about
at or address the New Mexican Printof it and my eyes have not
ing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico. given me any trouble since." This
salve is for sale by all druggists.
The New Mexican Printing comSubscribe for the Dally New
pany will do your job work with
and get the news.
and dispatch.
,

two-third-

s

rrrvrt

the suffering incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of dread.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of much of
the pain of maternity; this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is
not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those
who use this remedy are no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other1 distressing conditions are overcome, and the
,
system is prepared tor tne coming event dv ine use or nowcr r

iuu.

eold." savs many who have
torei.
.
:
00
at
I

.

tl

her bottle

drug

UoCU 11. jjooij containing information
flntereetto all women, tree upon appli
cation to

BRAOriELO REGULATOR CO.

Atlanta,

urn.

J. D, BARNES. Agent

4
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Served as coffee, the new coffee
substitute known to grocer's everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee,
will trick even a coffee expert. Not
a grain of real' coffee in it either.
Pure, healthful toasted grains, malt,
nuts, etc. have been so cleverly blended as to give a wonderful satisfying
coffee taste and flavor. And it is

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexicc
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

R. H. E.

At Detroit

THE. TEAMS.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo

1

J-2-

J

0J0 CALIEJ4TE IjOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
est alkalln Hot Springs In the world.
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters has
miles west of been thoroughly tested by the miracDwellings, twenty-fivTaos, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested to in the followFe, and about twelve miles from
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurdaily line of stage runs to the springs. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
The temperature of these waters, is Grippe, all Female Complaints,
etc.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
jtry dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and waits
round. There is now a commodious ho- for Santa Fe train upon request. This
tel for the convenience of invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons and
tourists. People suffering from Con- Is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
ous diseases, ars not accepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars
line salts to the gallon, being the rich
d

e

Bar-anc-

o

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

GloCallenlft, Taos fount v.

N. M

IB

527 San

Indian ami

Francisco StrtJt,

Intoi hm

asm

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLinen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
IL OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our

The New Mexican Printing com
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

Ms
Lin.

WANTS

WANTED Middle aged
woman
Engraved cards de viste and wel- wishes position as housekeeper for
ding invitations a specialty at the New small family. Apply 104 Grant Ave.
Mexican Printing office. An one standFOR SALE A ruling machine In
ing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine sam- good condition; will be sold cheap. Ap-l- y
to the New Mexican Printing
ples, style of work and prices.
Company.
Diarrheoa Cured.
FOR SALE A second-hanfor years has been
"My father
steam
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried ev- boiler in good condition. It will be
ery means possible to effect a cure, disposed of at very low price. Apply
without avail," writes John H. Zirkle, to the New Mexican Printing Comof Philippi, W. Va. "He saw Chamber- pany.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy advertised in the Philippi ReFOR SALE By New Mexican Printpublican and decided to try it. The
a steam engine 8 to 10
ing
result is one bottle cured me and he horseCompany in
power,
very good condition.
has not suffered with the disease for Can be seen at the
office of the New
eighteen months. Before taking this Mexican
company.
Printing
remedy he was a constant sufferer. He
is now sound and well, and although
FOR SALE A tine Victor Grapha-phonsixty years old, can do as much work
in excellent condition, will be
as a young man." Sold by all
sold cheap on Installment If desired.
Apply at the editorial office of the New
Mexican Printing company.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
d

e
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went overland and took with them a
comfortable camping outfit and plenty of provisions. The party will camp
on the Rio San Antonio. Attorney General J. M. Hervey, who accompanied
the party on horseback and intended
to stay In camp, could not stand the
exertion and returned to the Capital
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Cowan and
daughter who have spent the- winter
and spring at Ixing Beach, California,
and
traveling through the Golden
state, have gone to Gallup, where they
will remain two or three weeks, where
Mr. Cowan, who is a well, known and
interesting feature story writer, will
visit the Navajo Indian reservation
and Indian pueblos and other Interesting sections of Arizona for the purpose
of gathering Information for descriptive articles on the Indians of that section, their habits, their customs and
their Industries. Upon finishing this
work they will come to Santa Fe for
a month's visit. Here Mr. Cowan will
also write feature stories on this city,
Its history and magnificent scenery.

1, 1908.

Mrs. A. B. McGaffey and children of
Albuquerque aro spending a few
weeks' vacation at St. Vincent's SaniI
I
I
I
I
tarium.
Miss C. Comfort of Silver City ia
visiting a few weeks in the Capital
City and has a room at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium.
Wo are getting a lot of nice home
Mr. and Mrs, Henry Aden of Ros-welnow.
New
grown vegetables
cabbage,
who are spending the summer
cauliflower, string beans, beets, etc.
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium, left this
Green chile is now In good supply.
morning for a few days' visit to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnes of
Hutchinson, Kansas, nre sojourning a
We are supplying our trade with
few days in the city. They are guests
of
John D. Barnes, agent of the Wells
flne beef, pork, mutton and veal. We
Fargo
Express company.
also have chipped Deer, cooked corned
Mrs. B. S. Rodey and Mrs. Raybeet', cooked tongue, minced ham and
D
mond B. Stamm of Albuquerque, wife
boiled ham as well as a variety of
and daughter of Judge B. S. Rodey, of
sausages.
Porto Rico, who have been visiting In
the East, have returned home.
No
No
Miss Stella E. Sloan left this week
The Misses Spitz Entertain.
for Stanley for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
A limited supply of Las Crue.es cantThe Capital City has had no pretH. C. Kinsel. Before returning she exalum-phospha- te
will
she
to
or more delightful social function
to
where
No
tier
Belen,
go
aloupes grown from Rockyford seed
pects
Is coming In. These are exceptionally
spend several weeks visiting Miss this summer than the dance given at
been
fine melons, and the price is
the Palace Hotel last night by the
Edna E. Berger.
Miss Laura Naylor, of Holton, Kan- Misses May and Florence Spitz. The
sas, who spent seevral months in San- hostesses were assisted In receiving
adverta Fe a year ago, will arrive in the by their father and mother, Mr. and
S.
at
a
month's sojourn. Mrs.
nitv next week for
Spitz.
Dancing
of
began
she will be a guest at the home of Mr. promptly 9:30 o'clock and it was after
We are wlill selling fine lemons at
and Mrs. Don W, Lusk.
midnight when the strains of "Home
3n cents per dozen. The market has
J. B. Ink of Mansfield. Ohio., who Is Sweet Home" announced the dance was
advanced a great deal, but. we are
spending the summer in the Capital over. The spacious dining room of
making an especially low price to
move quantities.
City and who has been a guest at St. the hotel, the scene of many notable
since coming social events, was a bower of flowers
Vincent's Sanitarium,
here, has gained seven pounds In and ferns and presented a bewitching
appearance. Music was furnished by
weight and feels first rate.
e
Club met this Ramirez's
orchestra. During
The
Bridge
Saturday
Chase and Sanborn's Orange Tekoe
resiFiske
intermission
refreshthe
delectable
at
the
afternoon
hospitable
of
Is
tea is the thing for iced tea. It
The guests ments were served. About fifty couples
Place.
Cathedral
on
dence
tine flavor and great strength,
of the day were Mrs. J. J. Jaffa, Mrs. enjoyed last night's affair which was KETCHELL KNOCKS OUT
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
KELLY IN THIRD ROUND
Knight, Mrs. Benn, Miss Pain, of Kan- perfect to the minutest detail.
sas City, and Miss Johnson.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A Message From Sweltering Chicago,
Walter M. Taber, of the Tabor-Vog- t
San Francisco, Aug. 1 Stanley Ketin
the
Hubert M. Skinner,
arrived
who holds a chell of Grand Rapids, Michlgan.made
of
Glorieta,
Cathedral.
company,
city last night and registered at the very important position in the literary short work of Hugo Kelly, of Chicago
Eighth Sunday after Pentecost.
Claire hotel. He came as a delegate and educational department of the last night at the Coliseum in a schedFirst mass at 6 a. m.
from his precinct to the Republican American Book company In Chicago, uled
Second mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
contest for the middle
He knocked In English.
county convention, which was In ses- and who Is a writer of ability and a weight championship.
sion this afternoon.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
regular reader of the Daily New Mexi- out his man after only twenty seconds
wife of can, writes to the editor of the New of
Mrs. James W. Willson,
in
left
in
a
the
third
Spanish.
round,
fighting
Colonel Willson, superintendent of the Mexican as follows:
shift flush to the jaw placing Kelly
Vespers and benediction at 4 p. m.
"To the Editor of the New Mexican,
New Mexico Military Institute at
hors de combat.
AND
Episcopal.
was a passenger for home yes"Santa Fe, N. M.
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
won early the
Although Ketchel
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
terday after a two mouths' sojourn at "My Dear Sir:
victory was not an easy one. In fact,
"We are having the hottest summer it looked, a bit gloomy for the chamPacific coast resorts for the benefit of
Morning service with sermon and
here In many years. The heat keeps pion as he strode to his seat after the Holy Communion at 11 o'clock.
her health. She Is greatly improved.
Mrs. L. O. Fallen, wife of District up through the night and there Is no end of the second round. In two fast
Evening prayer at 5 o'clock.
service Wednesday morning
man
his
Attorney Fullen of Roswell, Is spend- rain.
Litany
rounds,
outfought
Kelly
"I looked In upon the Independence from the tap of the gong to the end. at 9:30 o'clock.
ing the summer at Seacliff, Long IsALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
j land.
the other The gate receipts approximated
She Is taking law lectures with party national convention
Methodist.
admitted to evening. Oiir papers here are disposed $20,000.
of being
intention
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 the
Sunday scholo at 9:45 a. m.
practice as an attorney ana in addi- to speak of It with a great deal of hu
Residence, Lincol Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
swim daily In mor and as being of no real import FAMOUS CASH ENTRY MINE
tion takes a
Preaching at 11 a. m on the sub
ance.
the ocean.
TO RESUME OPERATIONS ject of "Lessons From the Lilies."
"I wish that the other papers that
Mrs. L. M. Byrd who has been a
Preach at 7:45 p. m., on "The Teach
guest for the past two months at the come to my desk had the same clear
J. H. McHughes leaves this evening ing of Jesus Concerning Wealth and
Palace hotel, has gone to her former forcible editorship which characteriz- for Cerrillos, where he will erect build- tho Possession of Property." ,
AND
homo in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma es your publications. I regard them ings for a concentrator and other maFOR RENT Furnished
She expects to return during the lat- as models for the whole nation.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
chinery at the Cash Entry mine. This
modern house If taken at once. Call
"With kind regards, I am,
ter part of the coming week. Mrs. Patto
famous
be
worked
Is
again
property
Screened Raton Lump
$4 50 per ton
"Very truly yours,
on a large scale. A new process to be at 208 Chapelle Street.
terson, her sister, is still occupying
Monero "
5,25
"H. M. SKINNER."
used saves all the values in the ore.
apartments at the Talace.
WANTED A good cook at St. Vin
H. Goldsmith; of St. Louis, arrived
Some twenty years ago, when the
Cerrillos
6.00
has
taken
and
week
Sanitarium. Apply In person or
this
cent's
in
the
was
mine
owned
city
by English capital
Anthracite Coal all sizes '
Sawed Weed and Kindlirg
rooms at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
its pay roll amounted to $50,000 a address St. Vincent's Sanitarium. SanMr. Goldsmith is a large feed merchAll Kinds, of Steam Coal.
month for a while. The workings and ta Fe.
Smithing Coal
ant in St. Louis and came here for
and
Continued From Page Five.)
buildings are very extensive
rest and recreation. He will he In
Large, well lighted room. Both at
substantial and the working of the
Near A. T., & 3. F. Depot,
Phone No. 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
Santa Fe a month. His sojourn here Is
John Hartley and wife of Penasco, property will mean a revival of min- tached .Furnace heat. Gentleman pre
New
ferred, $10 a month. Answer
benefiting him greatly.
arrived In the city last night.
They ing in southern Santa Fe county.
Mexican office.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. James, and had a room at the Normandie hotel.
The Perez band will give another IOWA FARMER KILLED
;Mrs. James' mother, who arrived at
!St. Vincent's Sanitarium last week one of its
CEMETERY ASSOCIAIN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT FAIRVIEW
popular dances at the skat
You Can Add To Your Pile.
'from Racine, Wisconsin, will stay the ing rink tonight.
TION MEETING.
SRHITflRIUm
The annual stockholders meeting of
balance of the summer in this city.
Cedar Rapids, la., Aug. 1. H. A.
The Woman's Relief Corps will hold
Association
of the Falrview
Since coming here,. Mrs. James, who Its regular monthly meeting Monday Wooster, a wealthy ranchman
Cemetery
is in poor health, has Improved very afternoon at 3 o'clock in Post hall.
Blatrstown, C6 years old, was killed by will take place at the editorial office
202 Water Street
Santa Fe, N. M. much.
The Perez band will meet for prac the overturning of his automobile. The of the Daily New Mexican on Wednes
A. Johnson has gone to Bos- tice at its hall tomorrow afternoon at automobile was turned over
while day, August 5th, 1908, at 4 o'clock p.
Ernest
A modern hospital, equipped for the
in
the
to
a
old
home
his
ton for
visit
1:30 o'clock. Every member Is request Wooster was enroute to Illinois to vist m. Stockholders will please take due
a
of
is
His
father
State.
pastor
relatives. The machine plunged over notice.
to be present.
Bay
of
ed
treatment
medical, surgical and
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
.Methodist church in Boston and alAll bootblack stands will be closed a steep embankment.
obstetrical cases. Rates, $9.00 per though Mr. Johnson has been absent tomorrow in compliance with the SunSecretary.
New
Santa
Mexico.
Fe.
4, 1908.
fifteen
for
almost
home
from
July
years,
who
Santa
law.
Feans, therefore,
day
week and up.
been
East
has
Is
he
first
time
the
this
would wear a shine tomorrow must
J. M. DIAZ, Pres. J. A. ROLLS, Sec. He will be absent a month or six
NOTICE.
get their shoes polished this evening,
Is
Notice
given, that a
hereby
weeks.
The Swastika's and Mechanics will
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
of the
of
stockholders
the
meeting
returned
Governor George Curry
play another game of baseball at the
Amalgamated copper 77
Central
Fe
Santa
company.
Railway
last evening via the Santa Fe Central ball park tomorrow afternoon. A fast Atchison 87
pfd. 93
1908 at
on
second,
September
New York Central 108
Railway from a visit to Santa Rosa game Is expected. The admission to
of the com
office
the
general
seat
.
will
to
which
cents.
15
he
In
and
the
county
Tucumcarl,
by being economical
game
your exepns-esPennsylvania 126.
pany In the city of Santa Fe, New
A. H. Ehle, a Kansas City commer
towns he went in behalf of tho Six
Southern Pacific 93.
For Instance, buy your Lumber
Mexico, has been called by the Board
In
the city last Union Pacific 155
teenth National Irrigation Congress cial traveler, arrived
where it Is the best selected, best preWe have a nice line of novelties
of
Directors, for the purpose of takto night. and has a room at the Claire.
and International
Exposition
Steel 45
pfd. 109.
into consideration an agreement
ing
pared and best condtlon. You will pay very suitable for wedding or birth- arouse Interest among the people in He Is an uncle of Edward Ehle, of this
MONEYS AND METALS.
of consolidation and merger of the
no more for it than for Lumber that day presents. Solid Sterling and connection therewith. He had a very city, who Is recovering from a severe
The statement of the clearing house
Santa Fe Central Railway company
has been poorly etored, but you will Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand paint- pleasant trip.
Illness at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
banks for the week ending today and
the Albuquerque Eastern Railway
The
friends
of Edward Ehle, shows that they hold $59,083,575 more
many
save lots of money in the long run and ed china, Japanese china and silk
Mrs. Robert P, Ervlen entertained
and taking a vote, by balcompany,
save yourself much annoyance and goods, Mexican drawn work, consist at an exquisitely arranged luncheon at who has been confined to St. Vincent's than the requirements of the 25 per lot, for the adoption or rejection of the
ing of very handsome patterns and de- st Vincent's Sanitarium on Thurs- - Sanitarium for the past two weeks on cent reserve rule. This is an increase same, and for the transaction of any
trouble.
signs in dolliea, table scarfs, In many day afternoon In honor of the visiting account of serious illness, will be of $2,567,325 In the proportionate cash other business that may be brought
sizes, bed spreads, shirt waists and guests of Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, namely glad to learn that he was able to he reserve as compared with last week before the meeting.
;
suits worked on finest handkerchief Mrs. J. J. Jaffa of Roswell and Miss out and up town today. He will be New York Aug. 1. Money on call
C. HAGAN,
W.
Beulah Duncan of Las Vegas, The ta able to attend to business within a nominal. Prlnme mercantile paper 3
linen. All at "Racket" prices.
Secretary.
2
bles were very prettily arranged and few days
per cent.
1.
St.
beautiful
of
Louis, Aug.
Spelter, strong
there was a profusion
NOTICE.
465.
flowers. The guests were Mrs. Spitz, INTERESTING FEATURE STORY
Sealed oroDosals will be received by
LARD
AND
RIBS.
GRAIN, PORK,
Mrs. Jaffa, Miss Dye, Miss Spitz,
IN TODAY'S NEW MEXICAN
the Board of Trustees of the New
Chicago. Aug. 1. Wheat Sept. 92
Miss Julia Jaffa, Miss Pearlstein,
Mexico Institute for the Blind at AlaMiss Seligman and Miss Bergere.
The New Mexican today presents Dec. 94
mogordo. New Mexico, until August
Corn Sept. 75; Dec. C3
I
F. J. Barbee, who for sometime past its readers with an especially Inter
17th, 1908. At 10 o'clock a. m., for the
Oats'
Dec. 45
Sept. 45
has been employed in the offices of estlng feature story. It Is entitled
construction of a steam heating plant
Pork Sept. 15.85; Oct. 15.92
When in the City to visit the
the Santa Fe Central Railway in this "The Spanish Speaking World To
and power house for the New Mexico
15.97
to
came
who
this
is
from
H.
J.
and
and
the
of
Hubert
Lynch
day,'
city
pen
Institute for the Bllad at Alamogordo,
OLD AJJD ORIGINAL CURIO STCEE
Lard Sept. 9.55; Oct. 9.G2 1New Mexico, all materials and fittings
territory a few months ago to engage M. Skinner, a writer of note. A9 the 995.
in business, have concluded to settle subject Indicates, It treats of the pro
to b furnished by the successful bid
Ribs Sept. 9.05?9.07
Oct,
Bcsidcslhe thousands of curious and relics see
in the thriving town of Mclntosh.north
gress of the Spanish language, which
except the brick for the power
der,
Torrance county and to engage In the to New Mexicans especially, Is of vit 9.15.
house which will be furnished by the
WOOL MARKET.
real estate business there. The sec- al Interest. No one who Is a student
Hoard of Trustees of the said instituSt. Louis, Aug. 1. Wool, stead and
tion around Mcintosh has been thick- of the history of the Spanish race
tion.
in America
in 1330
the past twelve shuold fall to read the story, which Is unchanged.
All bids must be accompanied by a
v
ly settled during
LIVESTOCK.
more
months
and
certified check of one hundred dollars.
immigrants are ar- Illustrated. It appears on page three.
Stock of Turquois frcm our own mines
Chicago, Aug. 1. Cattle 400.
has
The Board of Trustees reserve the
riving constantly. The townsite
steady. Beeves, $3.907.80; Tex- Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.
is
town
been laid out and the
to reject any and all bids.
growing MILWAUKEE TO. HAVE
right
$3.90
ans, $3.G05.25; westerns,
R. H. PIERCE,
steadily.
$500,000 AUDITORIUM
5.90; stockers and feeders, $2.50
Secretary and Treasures
Mrs. John W. Green and daughter,
4.50; cows and heifers, $1.505.80; Alamogordo,' New Mexico.
Miss Victoria Green, Captain Helfert,
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 1. The laycalves,
$5.507.25.
will bo
Plans and specifications
of Manila, Philippine Islands, who is ing of the cornerstone of the MilwauS.
3,000. Market steady. West- found at the office of Hon. Jacobo
Sheep
here on a visit, Nathan 'Salmon kee auditorium today was made the
$4.50
'
ern, $2. 754. 70: yearlings.
I
3OI 303 San Francisco Street, Sanla Fe, N, M.
Chaves, commissioner of Insurance.
of this city, and R. Uness and Andreas occasion of one of the. greatest civic
western lambs, $4.506,80.
5.15;
Farrah of Albuquerque, left Wednes- celebrations in. the history of the city.
Lf ok for the old cart on top of the store building
Legal blanks both English and
day of this week for a two or three The building will have a seating caSubscribe for the Dally New Mexl- - Spanish for sale by the New Mexican
weeks' sojourn at the Jemez Hot pacity of 8,594. Its estimated cost la
'can and get the news. ,
Printing company.
Springs In Sandoval county.
They $500,000.
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